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PREFACE 
Tms report is the second in the series of supplementary 

publications distributed to subscribers to The International aml 

Comparative Law Quarterly and also available to the general 

public. The articles printed in this volume are revised versions 

0£ papers read at a Colloquium, organized by the United King

dom National Committee of Comparative Law and supported 

by The British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 

which was held in Glen Eyre Hall, University of Southampton, 

on July 18 and 19, 1960. Apart from the contributions here 

printed, the Colloquium had the advantage of a paper on United 

States law and a summing-up by Professor Eugene V. Rostow, 

Dean of the Yale Law School. It has unfortunately not proved 

possible to include these contributions in the present volume, 

but reference may be made to Chapter II, entitled" Some Notes 

on the Law of Market Organization " of Professor Rostow's 

hook Planning for Freedom (Yale University Press. 1960). 

In the preparation of the papers for the press, The British 

Institute of International and Comparative Law is much in

debted to Dr. Andrew Martin of the Middle Temple, Barrister

at-Law, Reader in Comparative Law in the University of 

Southampton, who also took the chair at the Colloquium. 

NORMAN s. MARSH. 

Tin: Bn1Trs11 lxs-r!'run: OF Jxn:11:-.1T10X,\I, AXll Co,rl'ARATJ\'E L,1w, 

1 TD!l'J.}; GARDENS, 

TF.~rPu:, Lmrnox, E.C.-t. 

July, 1961. 
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UNITED KINGDOM LEGISLATION ON RESTRICTIVE 
TRADE PRACTICES 

By 

G. V. ROGERS * 

IN their work on Restrictive Trade Practices and Monopolies 1 Mr. 
(now Mr. Justice) Wilberforce and his fellow authors show that in 
this country, as in most others, the story of legislative and, one may 
therefore assume, popular disapproval of restrictive trade practices 
is a long one: indeed it appears that the sense of injustice or frustra
tion and the irritation and envy to which, in varying degrees, these 
practices give rise are very widespread, and that means of regulating 
or at least of discouraging traders who, as it is thought, misuse a 
dominant position which they alone, or together with their fellow 
traders, attain, have been sought by societies even in early stages of 
their economic development. 

A reflection of this attitude is still to be fowid in the Ordinances 
of Corporations Act, 1503,2 which recites the following words of 15 
Hen. 6, c. 6, against unlawful statutes made by corporations: 

" . . . for that the master wardens and people of guilds, 
fraternities and other companies corporate dwelling in diverse 
parts of the realm, often times by colour of rule and governance 
to them granted and confirmed by charters and letters patent of 
diverse kings, made among themselves many unlawful and 
unreasonable ordinances as well as in prices of wares as other 
things for their own singular profit and to the common hurt and 
damage of the people .... " 

and provides (section I): 

" No master wardens and fellowships of crafts or mysteries, or 
any of them, nor any rulers of guilds or fraternities, take upon 
them to make any acts or ordinances, nor to execute any acts or 
ordinances by them aforemade, in disinheritance or diminution 
of the prerogative 0£ the King, nor of other, nor against the 
common profit of the people, but if the same acts or ordinances 
be examined and approved by the chancellor treasurer of Eng
land and Chief Justices of either bench or three of them •..• " 

* Of Gray's Inn, Bo,rrister-at-Law, Aseietant Registrar of Restrictive Trading 
Agreements. 

1 R. 0. Wilberforce, Q.C., Alan Campbell and Neil P. M. Elles, Restrictive 
Trade Practices and Monopolies, Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., 1967. 

2 19 Hen. 7, c. 7. 



2 U .K. Legislation on Restrictive Trade Practices 

This paper is not the occasion for a discussion on the development 
of the law against restraint of trade and monopolies in this country, 
nor of the development of informed and objective views as to the 
value of organisation in trading activities: it will suffice to note that 
the preamble to the first modern Act dealing specifically with 
monopolies and restrictive trade practices, the Monopolies and 
Restrictive Practices (Inquiry and Control) Act, 1948, 3 recognised 
the need for both research and effective action. The Act of 1948 
was: 

" To make provision for inquiry into the existence and defects 
of, and for dealing with mischiefs resulting from, or arising in 
connection with, any conditions of monopoly or restriction or 
other analogous conditions prevailing as respects the supply of, 
or the application of any process to, goods, buildings or struc
tures, or as respects exports." 

The subject (which I will assume to be relatively unfamiliar) 
may be approached on the basis of an analysis of the types of prac
tice against which legislation is now directed, or directed in so far as 
the practices can be said to work to " the common hurt." Such an 
analysis must be prefaced by the observation that our legislation is 
directed solely towards trade in goods (" goods " being very widely 
defined so as to include buildings, structures, animals and gases) and 
processes of manufacture. No United Kingdom legislation on this 
topic seeks to regulate or investigate the practices of professional 
organisations, properly so called, or the provision of services such as 
banking, insurance, hire-purchase, cleaning, repairing, transport 
and entertainment. 

Within the field, practices may be analysed into those which 
involve action by two or more traders on the one hand, and those 
which can effectively be employed by single traders on the other. 
The practices involving action by two or more traders can be further 
subdivided into those which involve concerted action on the part of 
the traders on the one hand and, on the other, identical or similar 
action taken by the traders concerned as a matter of their inde
pendent judgment. The practices of single traders may usefully be 
subdivided to distinguish between practices dependent on the 
trader's dominant position in the market on the one hand and, on 
the other, practices which do not depend on the achievement of a 
dominant position. 

For the purpose of illustration it may be useful to mention 
certain of the practices which fall within the four categories 
mentioned above. Within the first category ( concerted action by 

o 11 & 12 Geo. 6, c. 66. 



G. V. Rogers 3 

traders) fall the price-rings, agreements imposing standard terms and 
conditions, quota and standardisation agreements, boycotts and 
zoning agreements, with which this paper is primarily concerned 
and which will be referred to as " restrictive trading agreements." 
Within the second category (identical or similar actions taken by 
traders as a matter of their independent judgment) fall those 
features in economic life which we have come to know as " price 
leadership " and " conscious parallelism." The practices of single 
traders dependent on the achievement of a dominant position 
include the maintenance of artificially high selling prices, the refusal 
of supplies and the unrealistic depression of prices paid to the 
dominant enterprise's suppliers. Practices of single traders which 
neither necessitate a dominant position in the trade, nor necessarily 
depend on the adoption of a similar course of conduct by other 
traders for their efficacy, include the restraint of competition by the 
use of sole agency agreements and resale price maintenance clauses, 
and the making of recommendations to other traders as to certain 
methods of enforcing those clauses. (If these last-mentioned 
methods were agreed as between traders the agreement, it should be 
noted, would be unlawful.) 

Parliament, which in this country is unfettered by any written 
constitution, has regulated the adoption and continuance of these 
practices as follows. With certain reservations, it has delegated the 
power to deal with unconcerted action on the part of traders and 
with purely export agreements to administrative departments, after 
reference to the Monopolies Commission; as regards concerted action 
taken by traders it has prohibited a very limited class of agreements 
and given the task of pronouncing upon other agreements concerned 
with the home market to a judicial body, the Restrictive Practices 
Court, laying down in some detail the criteria which that court is to 
apply in reaching its decision on the merits of an agreement, but 
leaving the court little discretion as to the consequences which must 
follow its decision once reached. Notes on these bodies follow. 

The administrative department chiefly charged with the over
sight of the restrictive trade practices of monopolists and oligopolists 
is the Board of Trade. As regards these practices the Board of 
Trade has power, certain conditions being fulfilled, to refer 
" matters " to the Monopolies Commission for investigation and 
report, either on facts or on facts and merits; the Commission 
having reported on merits the Board of Trade (as a " competent 
authority " in common with other government departments) has 
power to make orders, not necessarily in conformity with the 
Monopolies Commission's findings or recommendations. The Board 
has similar powers in relation to certain export agreements. It has 
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assumed the responsibility for the oversight of prohibited agree
ments, and is given the responsibility (now discharged) of deciding 
which of the restrictive trading agreements that are not prohibited 
outright but are to be subject to judicial review should be called up 
for registration and published, and, from among the agreements 
called up for registration, which agreements should be first referred 
to the Restrictive Practices Court. On the representation of the 
Registrar of Restrictive Trading Agreements the Board has power to 
authorise the removal of restrictive trading agreements registered 
under the Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1956, if they are of no 
substantial economic significance. 

The Monopolies Commission is an " independent " administra
tive authority consisting of a permanent chairman and a maximum 
of ten members. The Commission has no power to institute inquiries 
on its own initiative or to extend the scope of the reference of a 
matter to it by the Board of Trade. The Commission's reports are 
made to the Board of Trade, and the Board decides the extent to 
which the Commission's report should be made public. 

The Registrar of Restrictive Trading Agreements is an official 
\vho is not responsible to any departmental Minister. His functions 
under the Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1956, arc to prepare, 
compile and maintain a register of restrictive trading agreements. 
and to take proceedings before the Restrictive Practices Court in 
respect of the agreements he has registered. Save in the exercise of 
this latter duty the Registrar has no function to perform in regard to 
the merits of an agreement, but he is given the power to make repre
sentations to the Board of Trade with a view to the removal of an 
agreement from the register as of no substantial economic 
significance. 

Finally, the Restrictive Practices Court; a superior court of 
record. This court consists of five judges and not more than ten 
other members qualified by virtue of their knowledge of or experi
ence in industry, commerce or public affairs, and sits in England, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. The court has its own rules of 
procedure, which broadly follow those appropriate to a civil action, 
and proceedings in the Restrictive Practices Court also resemble 
those of a civil action, with some relaxation as to the rules of 
evidence. 

The court delivers a single judgment which is subject to appeal 
on points of law only. As noted above, the court is not given 
complete freedom in judging the merits of an agreement brought 
before it by the Registrar, and the consequences of its adverse deci
sion (the avoidance of the agreement in so far as the condemned 
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restriction is concerned) are automatic. The court has some discre
tion as to the extent to which the future conduct of the parties shall 
be regulated. 

PRACTICES !NVOL VING ACTION BY Two OR MORE TRADERS 

Practices involving concerted action by two or more traders 
(Practices depende11t on restrictive trading agreements) 

As noted above, different provisions apply to these practices depend
ing on their nature and the area of their operation. Practices carried 
on in the home, or in both the home and export markets, are either 
prohibited outright or made subject to registration and judicial 
review. Practices relating to exports are to be reported (" noti
fied ") to the Board of Trade and may become the subject of a 
reference to the Monopolies Commission. The Monopolies Commis
sion may also be asked to consider certain other agreements relating 
to foreign markets: no kind of agreement confined to the export 
market is prohibited outright. The relevant statutory provisions are 
to be found in the Act of 1948 and, mainly, in the Restrictive Trade 
Practices Act, 1956,4 which has made a substantial, and in the 
international field largely original, contribution to the problem 
posed by collaboration among traders. 

~1greements afjecting the home market 

(I) Prohibited agreements. Part II of the Restrictive Trade 
Practices Act, 1956, prohibits certain agreements for the collectivf' 
enforcement of conditions as to resale prices, making it unlawful for 
two or more persons carrying on business as suppliers of goods in 
the United Kingdom to make or carry out any agreement by which 
they undertake to boycott dealers in the home market who have 
sold in breach of resale price conditions or to discriminate against 
such dealers or their intermediate suppliers. Part II of the Act 
further makes it unlawful for United Kingdom dealers to agree to 
boycott or discriminate against suppliers in the home market who 
have either not imposed resale price conditions or failed to enforce 
those they have imposed. 

The prohibited agreement needs little further consideration: it 
is sufficient to remark that the making or carrying out of the pro
hibited agreement is not a criminal offence, but the prohibited 
acts may be proceeded against by way of injunction. In practice 
this procedure has been instituted, or threatened, by the Board of 
Trade. 

• 4 & 5 Eliz. 2, c. 68. 
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(2) Agreements made subject to registration. The great majority 
of restrictive trading agreements relating to the home market have 
to be considered in the light of Part I of the Restrictive Trade 
Practices Act, 1956. In that Part of the Act " agreement " is 
defined very widely so as to include any arrangement, oral or 
written, and whether or not it is intended to be enforced by legal 
proceedings. The problem of identifying " the agreement " and 
" the parties " ( details of the " whole of the terms " of an agree
ment have to be registered, as do the names of all those who are 
parties) is often a difficult one. By inference the Act indicates that 
such matters as price lists and lists of merchants are part of the 
" whole of the terms " of an agreement. In conformity with the 
definition and these indications the Registrar has taken the view, 
which industry has accepted, that the agreements required to be 
registered comprise the totality of the terms agreed from time to time 
bet\veen the parties so that, for example, such diverse matters dealt 
,vith by a trade association as the constitution, recommended price 
lists, provisions relating to a research organisation and other matters 
indifferent to the Act all form part of one " agreement." On the 
other hand, the Registrar has accepted the view that the mere habit 
of frequent consultation by traders, not bound together in any other 
way, should be reflected on the register by a series of " agree
ments " recording separately the matters from time to time agreed 
upon. 

Some limits of the conception of " agreement " in Part I of the 
Act of 1956 are indicated by the judgment of the Chancery Court in 
the Austin Motor Company's case,5 where it was decided that the 
numerous similar agency agreements involving the acceptance of a 
number of restrictions, including area restrictions, by Austin's dis
tributors and dealers were not together registrable, notwithstanding 
the resemblance of those agreements to earlier registrable agree
ments and notwithstanding the complementary nature of the restric
tions accepted by the distributors and dealers in the absence of proof 
of mutuality as between parties other than as between each of them 
and Austins. N everthe\ess in certain circumstances the Act pro
ceeds on the basis of the existence of agreement where none exists: 
thus, the members of a trade association who are recommended by 
their association as to the action they should take in respect of their 
prices or terms of trade, or the quantities or kinds of goods they 
shall trade in or their choice of customers, or areas of operation, are 
deemed to have agreed to comply with those recommendations: 
(Part I of the Act applies in relation to the agreement for the 

5 Re Austin Motor Co. Ltd.'s Agreements (1957) L.R. 1 R.P. 6. 
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constitution of the association as if it contained a term by which 
members agreed to comply with the recommendations.) 

The agreements which, either by reason of their express terms 
or by reason of the " deeming " provisions of the Act, including 
the implied term referred to above, are brought within Part I of the 
Act of 1056 are those to which two or more persons carrying on 
business in the United Kingdom as producers or suppliers of goods, 
or as processors of goods, are party, and under which restrictions 
(that is to say negative obligations, express or implied) are accepted 
by two or more parties (whether carrying on business in the United 
Kingdom or not) as to the matters set out at section 6 (I) (a) to (e) 
of the Act-in practice mainly the matters as to prices, etc., 
described in the preceding paragraph. Sections 7 and 8 of the Act 
result in the exemption of certain agreements, among them the 
great majority of ordinary contracts of sale, sole agency agreements 
and agreements relating to workpeople, export agreements, agree
ments relating to foreign trade and patent licences and agreements 
for licences; section 6 (8) exempts agreements to which the only 
parties are interconnected bodies corporate. On the other hand 
subsections ( 4) and (5) of section 6 bring within the Act agreements 
under which incentives to certain courses of trading are provided 
otherwise than by the acceptance of prohibitions: thus, an agree
ment conferring a benefit on a party who complies with conditions 
as to prices, etc., or an agreement requiring the payment of money 
if a quota is exceeded, is to be treated as containing a restriction 
accepted by the parties concerned. Further, section 6 (6) of the 
Act requires that an agreement to which a trade association is 
party shall be considered as an agreement to which all the members 
of the association are parties. 

At the commencement of the Act the Board of Trade had a 
discretion as to the kind of agreements on which, if Part I applied to 
them, action was required to be taken, and the Board exercised that 
discretion by differentiating as to the nature of restrictions accepted 
under the agreement. At no time, therefore, had the Registrar or 
the parties to agreements within the Act, whose duty it is to send 
the appropriate particulars to the Registrar for registration, to 
consider the problem of registration on the basis of the merits of the 
agreement or of its importance. Good, bad or indifferent, significant 
and insignificant, all restrictive trading agreements which the parties 
decide to maintain after a period allowed for consideration were and 
are required to be sent to the Registrar and registered by him. 
What had and has to be considered are the status of the parties, the 
terms of the agreement, and the obligations accepted, or deemed to 
be accepted, thereunder. 
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This latter task (that of considering the obligations stated or 
deemed to be accepted by parties) has provided many interesting 
problems, particularly with regard to trade associations and inter
connected bodies corporate: the nature of these problems will 
become readily apparent on reading sections 6, 7 and 8 of the Act 
of l!l56. 

In the main these problems have been settled without recourse to 
section 13, which empowers the High Court (i.e., the Chancery 
Division) to declare, on application by the parties or by the Regis
trar, whether or no an agreement is registrable. The Registrar has 
not yet found it necessary to ask for the " penal " condemnation 
of any agreement under section 18 on the ground that a failure to 
send particulars thereof was " wilful " (there is no sanction, 
criminal or civil, for a failure to register which is not " wilful "), 
neither has he instituted criminal proceedings under section 16, 
which proceedings may be instituted when the Registrar is deliber
ately misinformed or deprived of information or documents he 
receives, or should have received. (He has power, in certain 
c~rcumstances, to require the production of documents and informa
twn.) The general compliance with the Act which this absence of 
enforcement litigation indicates has meant that the interesting 
question whether the " wilful failure " to furnish particulars, which 
may result in the condemnation of an agreement under section 18, 
necessarily involves the " wilful suppression " of documents so as 
to constitute a criminal offence under section 16 (2) ( c) is not yet 
resolved. 

The Act makes no provision for any kind of summary of agree
men~s, either of the officially prepared kind or emanating from the 
part_ies. The Act and Regulations made thereunder require the 
Registrar to be provided with either the original or copies of 
the whole of the terms of written agreements, or with memoranda 
setting out such agreements, or terms of agreements, as have not 
hitherto been reduced to writing: these documents constitute the 
register of restrictive trading agreements. Parliament envisaged 
that in exceptional circumstances the public interest required a 
degree of secrecy us regards some agreements and accordingly, at 
the discretion of the Board of Trade, not every document submitted 
to the Registrar is available to the public. The register is kept up 
to date so far as its terms and the names of the parties are con
cerned, but such incidental matters as changes in lists of prices and 
terms do not have to be registered unless called for by the Registrar. 
At the end of last year some 2,2·1•0 restrictive trading agreements 
had been entered in the register, and particulars of thei!' variation 
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or determination showed that 770 of them had ceased to operate as 
restrictive agreements within the meaning of the Act. 

The problem posed by the fairly complicated legal tests which 
determine the issue of registrability once answered, th:e adoption of 
legal, as distinct from economic, tests is seen to result in the pre
sence of a number of trifling agreements on the register. The Act 
(section 12) provides that the Board of Trade may, on the represen
tation of the Registrar, authorise the removal of agreements of no 
substantial economic significance. " Removal " is not an unmixed 
blessing, since any alteration in the terms or parties involves a 
complete reregistration of the agreement in its varied form. 

Agreements not removed from the register under section 12 are 
to be brought before the Restrictive Practices Court in an order, at 
first determined by the Board of Trade, but now at the Registrar's 
discretion: this discretion he has, of course, exercised so as to give 
priority to " representative," or leading, agreements, as well as to 
agreements of importance in themselves. 

The reference of an agreement to the Restrictive Practices Court 

On the decision to refer an agreement to the Restrictive Practices 
Court the Registrar is obliged to cause a notice of reference to be 
issued, and it is his practice to warn the parties of his intention 
to do so: this warning has frequently resulted in the determination 
of the agreement, or its variation so as to abandon the restrictive 
practices. Where the case is to be contested the Registrar investi
gates the facts, and if necessary presents evidence to the court. He 
discharges his duty to the court, so far as possible, in conjunction 
with the parties; and he has found it necessary in the majority of 
cases to engage the services of expert witnesses-particularly 
accountants and economists. 

A notice of reference in some ways resembles a writ, and the 
rules of the Restrictive Practices Court are designed so as to make 
possible the service of proceedings not only in bipartite and other 
agreements of limited numbers, but in the case of agreements having 
numerous parties-sometimes ns mnny ns 200,000, and those con
stantly changing; in these latter cases the parties almost invariably 
agree to the appointment of a representative respondent, usually the 
trade association. 

The clarification of the issues proceeds by way of the delivery 
of a statement of case by the respondents (the trading parties to the 
agreement), which statement of case identifies the restrictions 
accepted under the agreement other than those which fall to be 
disregarded under one of the subsections of section 7 of the Act, 
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and contains a statement of the facts and arguments on which the 
parties will rely related to the relevant sub-paragraph of section 
21 (I) of the Act, which subsection indicates those propositions 
which must be established before a restriction can be given judicial 
approval. 

In order to succeed in their litigation the parties must show that 
the restrictions accepted under the agreement: 

(a) are essential for the public safety, or confer specific and 
substantial benefits on the public, or are reasonably neces
sary to counteract measures restrictive of competition taken 
by a non-party, or are necessary to enable the parties to deal 
with a preponderant customer or supplier, or are necessary 
to prevent serious unemployment in an area, or are neces
sary to prevent a substantial reduction of export trade, or 
are necessary to support some restriction already found to be 
in the public interest; and 

(b) that the restrictions are not unreasonable having regard to 
the balance between the circumstances set out in (a) above 
and any detriment to the public or persons not party to the 
agreement but being purchasers, consumers or users of goods 
sold by the parties, or wanting to be engaged in such trade. 
(It is usual for the parties to admit the existence of no such 
detriments: and it accordingly falls to the Registrar, in the 
appropriate circumstances, to lead evidence of them.) 

The Registrar's " case " is pleaded in an " Answer " and the 
respondents may make reply to it. Rules of the court make provi
sion for the normal processes of discovery, a summons for direction, 
and a preliminary hearing for the resolution of legal questions. 

The Restrictive Practices Court having a status equal to that of 
the High Court, all hearings involve the employment of counsel and 
solicitors and the examination of witnesses on oath. Since Parlia
ment, in passing the Act, accepted the proposition that restrictive 
agreements are contrary to the public interest an agreement, or 
rather the restrictions which give rise to the need to register an 
agreement, will be avoided unless the parties can establish one or 
more of the " justifications " for such an agreement previously 
summarised. The onus of proof before the Restrictive Practices 
Court thus lies on the respondent parties to the agreement, who have 
consequential rights to open, and in England (though not in 
Scotland) usually have the last word: the proceedings being civil 
in character this onus requires to be discharged not " beyond all 
reasonable doubt " but on a reasonable balance of probabilities. 
These two last-mentioned circumstances will appeal to practising 
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lawyers, but the circumstance that the onus of proof lies on the 
parties to an agreement has given rise to some adverse comment 
from lay clients. 

The judgments of the Restrictive Practices Court so far delivered 
are probably of little interest to lawyers not engaged in restrictive 
practices work, since they have involved no restatement of any 
general propositions of law: there have, of course, been discussions 
of the meaning of the words " the public " and " substantial," of 
the kind which might be anticipated, but the Restrictive Practices 
Court is probably remarkable for the scarcity of citation of autho
rities, even of previous decisions of the court itself. Having regard 
to the fact that the majority of " justifications " which the Act 
offers to the parties are related to the public interest, and to the fact 
that agreements among traders may be expected to be made 
primarily for their own benefit rather than for the benefit of the 
public at large, it is scarcely surprising that the court has not been 
overburdened with work, and with the exception of three agree
ments has condemned the majority of restrictions brought before it. 
Some seventy-eight cases have been before the court. Eighteen G 

have been defended and in sixty others 7 consent orders have been 
made : in no case has the court refused to accept undertakings by 
the parties (to the effect that they will give the Registrar notice of 
their intention to resume a condemned practice) in lieu of an injunc
tion. In two cases undcrtnkings were not offered by the parties nnd 
injunctions were granted by the court. 

Effects of the court's decisions 

One effect of these decisions is to be seen in the very large 
number of agreements now registered as abandoned. The economic 
consequences of the decisions of the court, and of the consequential 
abondonments, vary between trade and trade; in some trades there 
is a general lowering of price, in others a period of fierce compe
tition, in others there is no discernible change in price or terms. 
The factors which determine the results arc, of course, infinitely 
various, and include " outside competition," the relative size of 
enterprises, the margins previously adopted, and so on. It is prob
ably too early to say whether the operation of the Act has been a 
prime or sole cause of amalgamations. 

0 A list showing the Lo.w Reports references to the first fourteen of these c11ses is 
to he found in Appendix "A " to this paper, the fifteenth, sixteenth, seven
teenth 11nd eighteenth concerned cement, gloss bottles, transformers uncl 
linoleum. 

7 A list of these o.greements is to be found at Appendix ·• B " to this p11per. 
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.4.greements aflecting the export market 

Restrictive trading agreements which would be registrable but 
for the fact that every restriction accepted by the parties relates 
to goods supplied by export from this country, are required to be 
" notified " to the Board of Trade in the order and form appro
priate to agreements sent for registration: these agreements are not 
made available to the public. 

The Board of Trade may refer " export " agreements (not only 
those " notified ") to the Monopolies Commission for investigation 
and report. Such reference to the Monopolies Commission involves 
the Commission first in the task of ascertaining whether the " con
ditions to which [the Act of 1948] applies " exist. In relation to 
export agreements these conditions prevail if an agreement or agree
ments operate on one-third of the goods of a certain description 
which are produced in the United Kingdom and prevent or restrict 
competition in, or in relation to, the export of those goods from the 
United Kingdom or the supply of those goods to a particular 
market. The Commission may, as previously noted, be required to 
report on whether the agreement or agreements operate, or may be 
expected to operate, against the public interest. 

No " export " agreement has yet been referred to the Monopo
lies Commission, but a short account of the responsibilities and 
procedures of the Monopolies Commission will be found below under 
the heading immediately following. 

Practices made Eflective by Identical or Similar Action taken by 
Traders as a Jlatter of their Independent Judgment 

In many trades where prices, channels of distribution and markets 
have never been "administered," as in a number of trades which 
had, before or after the passing of the Act of 1956, been regulated 
by agreement, it is the policy of those concerned to follow a known 
or ascertainable pattern of commercial behaviour. These policies 
obviously spring from a variety of considerations, including fear of 
or respect for a competitor (which notably results in price leader
ship) and the need to maintain goodwill of customers (which may 
result in parallel action in the choice of channels of distribution) as 
well as from inertia. Such policies may give rise to, or be sup
ported by, arrangements other than arrangements for concerted 
action in the commercial field. Among the products of generally 
non-competitive policies are profit-sharing schemes and certain price 
information services, but since agreements as to the destination or 
division of profits once earned, and agreements to exchange informa
tion, do not necessarily involve the express or implied acceptance 
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of " restrictions " within the meaning of the Act of 1956, " price 
leadership " and " conscious parallelism " may continue without the 
opportunity of judicial review. 

These last-named practices may, however, fall within the Act of 
19,1,s, since the " conditions " to which that Act applies include, 
both in relation to supply and in relation to processing, the situation 
in ,vhich one-third of the U .K. supply or processing in question is 
in the hands of two or more persons who, whether voluntarily or 
not, and whether by agreement or arrangement or not, so conduct 
their affairs as in any way to prevent or restrict competition in 
connection with the production, supply or processing in question. 
The " competition " thus sought to be maintained is competition 
between the parties and between their customers or suppliers, and 
it would seem that among the very large field of practices covered 
by these last-mentioned provisions of the Act of 19,1,s would fall 
such " offensive " measures as the use of jointly owned " fighting " 
companies. 

If the Board of Trade considers that the conditions noted above 
prevail or may prevail, the matter may be referred to the Monopo
lies Commission, for its inquiry and report. 

The following paragraphs of this part of this paper contain a 
short account of the scope and some procedural features of a 
Monopolies Commission investigation, and of its possible conse
quences. As regards procedure, it should be noted that the 
Commission has in fact complete freedom; as regards the conse
quential action of the " competent authority " it will be noted that 
the account given below contains reference to the various powers 
appropriate to deal with agreements and monopolies situations 
considered under the preceding and next following heading, as well 
as those appropriate to the practices dealt with under this heading. 

The Commission is first required to satisfy itself of the existence 
of the " conditions " to which the Act of 1948 in various circum
stances applies, and in addition the Commission is usually required 
to report as to whether the practices or, as the case may be, agree
ments or situations, operate, or may be expected to operate, against 
the public interest. It will be recalled that the conception of the 
public interest to which the Restrictive Practices Court is directed 
is narrowly defined by section 21 of the Act of 1956: by contrast 
the conception of " public interest " which the Commission is to 
consider is very wide and is to include " all matters which appear 
in the particular circumstances to be relevant " and in particular, in 
relation to the general economic position of the United Kingdom, 
the need to achieve efficient, economical and adequate means of 
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production, treatment and distribution, the efficient and progressive 
organisation of industry, the full use of the country's manpower, 
industry and industrial capacity, technical progress and the expan
sion and creation of markets. 

The Commission is given power under pain of penalty to summon 
or interrogate witnesses and to examine records and accounts; these 
powers apply to parties and to others. The practice it has adopted 
for the investigation of monopoly and oligopoly positions is, basic
ally, as follows: it first asks the parties for a written statement of 
the history and operation of their activities. The parties' records 
and accounts are examined and at the same time evidence is 
collected from others in the industry. Two " hearings " take place, 
the first to clarify any point left in doubt by written evidence, the 
second to deal with the issues of public interest: this latter hearing 
proceeds on the basis of a statement of the provisional conclusions 
of the Commission and a list of the comments and criticisms of 
other persons, the statement and list having previously been 
communicated to the parties. 

The Commission may be asked to include in its report recom
mendations as to the action (ministerial, official or by the parties) 
which seems advisable in order to remedy any unsatisfactory 
position which the investigations have disclosed. 

If the Commission's report 8 shows that " conditions to which 
the Act applies " prevail, and either the Commission, or Parliament 
on the review of the Commission's report, decide that the " condi
tions " or any things done by the parties concerned as a result of, 
or for the purpose of preserving, those " conditions " operate, or 
may be expected to operate, against the public interest, the Govern
ment Department chiefly concerned (the " competent authority ") 
is given very wide powers indeed. It may, whatever the Commis
sion has recommended: 

(a) declare it to be unlawful to carry out any agreement; 
(b) require any party to an agreement to determine it wholly 

or in part; 
(c) declare it to be unlawful to withhold, or agree to withhold, 

or threaten to withhold, or procure others to withhold, 
supplies from the public generally or from specific persons; 

(d) declare it to be unlawful to give or procure others to give 
preference in the provision of supplies; and 

( e) declare it to be unlawful to require as a condition of the 
supply of goods the buying of any other goods or the 
making of payment in respect of any service. 

8 A li6t of the Commission's Reports will be found in Appendix "C " to this 
paper, 
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These powers are exercisable against any British subject or com
pany or any foreigner or foreign company carrying on business 
here. As in the case of orders by the Restrictive Practices Court, 
orders of a " competent authority " are enforceable by injunction 
and not by criminal proceedings. 

PRACTICES OF SINGLE TRADERS 

Practices dependent on the achievement of a dominant position 

The true " monopoly " is a rarity in this country, and the 
Monopolies Commission may, in the manner and with the conse
quences already noted, be asked to consider whether, and with what 
result in the context of public interest, conditions falling far short 
of a complete monopoly exist. The Act of 1948 applies to condi
tions in which one-third of the United Kingdom trade in supplying 
particular goods or applying a particular process is in the hands of 
one company or group of companies: it should be noticed that this 
test of " conditions " to which the Act applies is purely factual and 
quantitative, and that it is not a prerequisite for administrative 
action in monopoly conditions as so defined that competition should 
be restricted or vrevented. An undertaking which attains one-third 
of any United Kingdom trade is therefore in danger of administra
tive review-a circumstance which is no doubt present to the minds 
of those concerned with the organisation of commercial enterprises 
of scale; the task of such persons is made no easier by the circum
stance that the Board of Trade can define the " description " of 
goods to which its reference relates, and the Board of Trade and 
the Monopolies Commission have a similar latitude in relation to the 
aggregation of various forms of " supply." 

The powers of the competent authority in relation to an abused 

monopoly position are comparable in one respect with those of the 

Restrictive Practices Court in relation to a restrictive trading agree

ment: its sanctions are remedial rather than punitive. Thus the 
Restrictive Practices Court can condemn the restrictive terms of an 
agreement but cannot prohibit collaboration in other matters not 
restrictive within the terms of the Act of 1950; and the competent 
authority, although it may order a monopolist to desist from 
abusing his position by the exercise of discriminatory practices such 
as withholding of supplies, granting of preferences and making 
conditional sales, has no power under the Act of 19-18 to divest the 
monopolist of any property or otherwise to jeopardise the continu

ance or consolidation of his existence in a dominant capacity. If 

the Commission finds that a monopoly position has been abused by 
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means for which existing legislation provides no remedy the publi
cation ~ of its findings to that effect may, of course, exert some 
pressure of public opinion in the desired direction. 

Practices not dependent on the achievement of a dominant position 

Not the least " restrictive " of the practices of modern industry 
are those which in no way depend on the securing of agreement or 
uniformity as between competitors, or on the achievement of a 
dominant position in a trade. Yet if a principle can be discovered 
in the legislation it seems to be that the freedom to make a contract 
for the supply of goods shall be preserved, together with any 
attendant rights customarily reserved, so long as competitive 
alternatives remain as regards the majority of the trade. Thus a 
" non-dominant " supplier may impose resale price conditions on 
his goods, and apply varying rates of discount, and refuse supplies, 
and prohibit his trade customers from dealing in similar goods 
without fear of the Restrictive Practices Court and, unless suppliers 
who, with him, account for one-third of the trade do likewise, 
without fear of the Monopolies Commission, 

A very striking departure from this recognition of the rights of 
the individual is provided by section 2-J: of the Act of 1956, which, 
in addition to prohibiting certain forms of agreement for the collec
tive enforcement of resale price conditions prohibits any trader from 
recommending any other trader to enforce, or assist in enforcing 
such conditions in those ways. Apparently words such as " I 
wouldn't give him (a price-cutter) trade terms if I were you " may 
lead to an injunction if uttered by one trader to another. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

There are perhaps a few general observations with which this paper 
might conclude. 

I. United Kingdom legislation is (although with important 
exceptions) based on the " abuse " principle rather than the 
" prohibition " principle: that is to say, the public verdict on most 
practices is suspended, pending investigation of some kind into the 
operation of those practices. Consequently the penal provisions of 
our legislation are directed in the first instance rather against the 
withholding of information as to restrictive practices than against 
the practices themselves. Conformably with this approach both the 
Act of 19,18 and that of 1956 make provision for review of a matter 

'' .\ Ii.st ,,[ the Cc,uu11ission·s Ttr-porls \\"ill be found in Appendix "C" lo this 
]lU)ll'l". 
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previously investigated: the Monopolies Commission can be directed 
to inquire whether its, or the competent authority's, recommenda
tions have been carried out, and the Restrictive Practices Court 
can be moved to vary its earlier declaration or order ( on proof of a 
material change in the relevant circumstances), or to adjudicate 
on a proposed agreement in apparent contravention of an order 
made by a competent authority under the original provisions of the 
Act of 1948 (which applied the Monopolies Commission procedure 
and powers to restrictive trading agreements covering one-third of 
the home trade). 

2. Since the carrying on of an unregistered and uninvestigated 
restrictive trade practice is not in itself a crime the various admini
strative and judicial authorities are in the fortunate position of 
looking always rather to the present and future than to the past, 
and indeed the Act of 1956 in particular contains possibilities for 
the " burying " of the past on abandonment of the practice. A 
degree of co-operation between industry and administrators is thus 
encouraged. 

3. That co-operation on the part of industry, for which oppor
tunity is afforded by United Kingdom legislation, is obviously an 
important element in the successful treatment of the problem, for 
competition necessitates a certain attitude of mind no more readily 
inspired or encouraged by the imposition of sanctions than by the 
acceptance of restrictions . 

. t. It can probably be said of the Acts of 1948 and 1956 that 
they have provided industry with a very effective stimulus for the 
reconsideration of habits contracted in earlier and different economic 
circumstances, and have led to the abandonment of quite a number 
of practices; in particular the boycott, the " blacklist " and the 
secret court (none of which can be effective in the absence of agree
ment) appear to have disappeared from the commercial scene. The 
reports of the Monopolies Commission and the judgments of the 
Restrictive Practices Court may have encouraged the view that 
competition, and competition in price in particular, need not be 
disastrous, and that its adoption as a matter of policy is something 
of a public duty. Certainly the public has been given far more 
information on the climate and organisation of industry than it had 
twelve years ago. 
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APPENDIX " A " 

Reports of Cases decided by the Restrictive Practices Court 
L.R. 1 R.P. L.R. 2 R.P. 

I. Chemists' Federation Agreement 
2. Yarn Spinners' Agreement 
3. British Constructional Steelwork 

Association's Agreement 
4. Blanket Manufacturers' Agreement ... 
5. Water-Tube Boilermakers' Agreement 
6. Scottish Association of Master Bakers' 

Agreement 
7. Wholesale and Retail Bakers of Scot

land Association's Agreement 
8. Federation of Wholesale and Multiple 

Bakers' (Gt. Britain and Northern 
Ireland) Agreement 

9. Federation of British Carpet Manu
facturers' Agreements ... 

10. Phenol Producers' Agreement 
11. Black Bolt & Nut Association's 

Agreement 
12. Doncaster & Relford Co-operative 

Societies Agreement 
13. Wholesale Confectioners Alliance's 

Agreement 

H. Motor Vehicle Distribution Scheme 
Agreement 

page 
43 

118 

199 
208,271 

285 

3,1,7 

387 

472 

1 

50 

105 

135 

173 

APPENDIX " B " 
Schedule of Consent Orders 

page 

103 

91 Tuyere Makers' Association 
106 Associated Manufacturers 

of Domestic Electric Cookers 
185 Association of Steel Drum 

Manufacturers 

278 Federation of Master Pro
cess Engravers 

176 North Eastern Group of 
Flour Millers 

210 British Constructional 
Steelwork Association 

2G9 Cotton Yarn Doublers' 
Association 

308 Pneumatic Tool Association 

313 British Radio Valve Manu
facturers' Association 

354 Galvanised Tank Manufac-
turers' Association 

3!)3 Dyers and Finishers 

4.1-0 Coal Asphalt 

478 Twist Drill Association 
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,i86 Light Edge Tools and 
Allied Trades Association 
(and others) 

,199 Wood Free Paper 
508 High Conductivity Copper 

Association 
512 Associated Paving and 

Kerb Manufacturers 
5-i8 Baths 
556 Association of Corrugated 

Paper Makers 
579 Electric Light Fittings 

Association 
595 Mid-Scotland Washed Sand 

and Gravel 
599 North of England Building 

Brick Association 
603 Semi-Rotary wing pumps 
610 Rusks 
617 Hard Fibre Rope 
618 Trawl Twine Manufac

turers' Association 
619 Hard Fibre Cord and Twine 

Manufacturers 
626 Agricultural Twine Manu

facturers' Association 
(HO United Kingdom Glycerine 

Producers 
693 Fractional Horse Power 

Motors 
759 Northern Ireland Coal Im

porters 
776 Scottish Flour Millers' 

Association 
782 Inc. Nutionul Associution o[ 

British and Irish Millers 
Ltd. 

783 South Eastern Group of 
Flour Millers 

78 i Inc. National Association of 
British and Irish Millers 
Ltd. 

793 Garage Equipment Associa
tion 

818 Electric resistance furnace 
plant and equipment (and 
others) 

821 Plate Glass Association 
837 Glass Benders' Association 
880 Road Roller Manufac-

turers' Association 
914 Rubber Proofing Associa

tion 
943 Scotland. Washed Sand 

and Gravel 
958 Concrete Mixer Manufac-

turers' Association 
961 Midland Bottlers' Associa-

tion 
1031 Wire Nails 
1068 The Reinforcement Confer-

ence 
1132 Spring and Interior Spring

ing Association 
1209 Leicestershire Granite 

Association 
1226 Metal Bedsteud Association 
1301 Portable Air Compressor 

Association 
1317 Federation of British Car

pet Manufacturers (and 
others) 

1318 Federation of British Car
pet Manufacturers (and 
others) 

1319 Federation of British Car
pet Manufacturers ( and 
another) 

lij!)!) Scottish Flour Deferred Re
bates 

1652 Belfast Flour Millers' Asso-
ciation 

1712 Sand and Gravel (Scotland) 
20t5 Zinc Oxide 
2115 British Radio Equipment 

Manufacturers' Association 
2373 Concrete Mixer Manufac

turers' Association 
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Tablo showing 'lllntters referred to tho Mo11opolie.~ n11d J{estrictive l'racticcs Commission fur 
I11vcsligation n11d lleport, and wlwro applicab/o cfotes on whirh tho Reports were published 

I. Dental goods 
2. Cnst-Iron rai 
3. Electric LnmJ 
4. Insulated 
5. Matches 1 

6. Match-M, 
7. Insulin 
8. Sl'rni-rnnn 
9. Process of calico 

10. · Imported harclwo, 
11. Electrical and all 

Ile/erred Ueport P1iblished 

December B, l!l50 
April 4, 1951 
November 13, l!l51 
July I, 1952 

} Mny 13, 1953 

October 28, 1952 
September 5, 1955 
April B, 19M 
October 27, 1953 
February 22, 1957 
December 9, 1955 12. Pnrurnatic tvrt"s 1 

l:J. Collccti\'e ci:scrimina tion: Exclusi\'C dealiug, colledh·e boycotts, aggregated 

March l, 19•1-9 
l\Inrch I, 1949 
Murch I, 1949 
Murch I, 19-19 
Mnrch 1, 1M9 
Murch 1, )949 
December 12, 1950 
December 12, 1950 
April 16, 1951 
October 8, 1951 
April 4, 1952 
September l!J, 1952 

r<'lmtes and other discriminatory trade ~rnrHrrc' 

H. Buildings in the (j 
Iii. Hard fibre Mr<l• 

16. Linoleum 
17. Sand and gravel in Central Scotland ......... .. 
18. Certain industrial and mcclicnl gases 
19. Stundard metal windows ancl doors .............. .. 
20. Certain rubber footwear 
21. Electronic valves and cathode rav lubes 3 

22. Equipment and fittings for clect;ical stn•ct lighting (excluding dectric lamps) " 

December 17, l!J52 
March 27, 1953 
,July 31, 1953 
September 3, 1953 
December 2-1-, 1953 
February l, 1954 
February 2-~, 195-1, 
April 9, 195.i 
December •h 195,t 
,June 17, 1955 

June 20, 1955 
September 27, 195.1, 
,J IIIIC 8, 1956 
September 18, 1956 
Mnrch 23, 1956 
,Janna ry 2, 1957 
,January 8, 1957 
.July :JI, 1956 
February H, 1957 

23. Steel frames for buildings 4 

24. Tea ...... 
25. 
26. 
27. Common prices and agreed tendering :?,4 

28. Cigarettes and maufacturcd cigarette and pipe tobacco 0 

.Tune 30, 1955 
September 7, 1955 
September a, 1955 
October 29, 1955 
October 29, 1955 
November 29, 1956 

.January 10, 1957 

,July 2·h 1959 

29. Machinery for the manufacture or packaging of cigarettes or of cigarette or pipe 
tobacco 6 ...... 

:JO. Imported limber 7 

31. Electrical equipment 
32. Petrol 

1 Cover "exports" ns well as "supply in the Unite,! Kingdom." 
2 r;cnernl inquiry nmlc•r s. 15 of the J9JS Art. 
" Varied to factual reference. 
~ Allowc<I to lapse on September 2, 10:iG, following the passing of the JO:iG ,\rt. 

N ovcmber 29, 1!156 
Fehruary 14, 1957 
April 18, 1957 
September 27, 1960 

,July 31, l!J58 

n Varietl so thnt the inquiry •hould ho continued as if the referenre hn,I been 
ma,le after the passing or the 1050 Art. 

o Reference mn<le after the reconstitution or the Commission. 
1 Requirement under s. 12 or the 1018 Act to report whether nncl to what extent 

tho parties have complied with earlier recommen<lntions by the Commleelon. 
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THE U .K. APPROACH TO RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS 
AGREEMENTS: SOME OBSERVATIONS 

By 

B. s. YAJ\IEY * 

IT is a commonplace that there is a vast difference between the 
United States and the British attitude and approach to restrictive 
business agreements, as embodied in the legislation of 1890 and 
l!l56, respectively. It would be interesting to consider and speculate 
on the reasons for this difference: how much is it due to national 
differences, or to changes in the thinking of economists between the 
two dates, or to differences in ideas about the economic and social 
objectives to be served by official controls over restrictions on 
competition? But on this occasion I do not wish to talk about 
those matters. Rather, I want to look at some of the broad impli
cations of the (British) Restrictive Trade Practices Act of 1956, as 
it affects restrictive agreements. I am not concerned so much with 
the developing case-law as with the approach to restrictive agree
ments contained in the legislution itself, and with its relation to 
general economic policy. 

I 

The United States approach-to begin with this by way of contrast 
-is straightforward. Agreements between firms in restraint of 
competition are against the public interest. The policy objective is 
the promotion of more competitive markets, which is presumed to 
confer advantages not only on the users of the goods in question, 
but also on the economy at large in terms of improved economic 
efficiency (better deployment of resources). Both specific consumer 
interests and the interests of the economy as n whole are promoted. 
So runs the explicit or implicit argument. (And few economists in 
the 1890s or the succeeding three decades would have cavilled at 
this general proposition.) Thus all that is necessary is for the 
courts to decide whether particular arrangements or patterns of 
behaviour constitute restrictive agreements: if they do, they are 
against the public interest and illegal. The matter is straight
forward, with few complications, and no issues arise which are not 

* Professor of Economics at the London School of Economics, University of 
London. 
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fairly and squarely within the special province and special compe
tence of courts of law and the judicial process. 

The United Kingdom legislation of 1956, on the other hand, is 
more complex in every respect. In the first place, it allows specific
ally for the possibility that unrestricted competition among firms 
may not always serve the best interests of the relevant consumers. 
It .postulates that restrictions on competition among sellers may be 
advantageous and beneficial to their customers. (The Restrictive 
Practices Court has on two occasions-Black Bolt and Nut Associa
tion's Agreement 1 and Cement 2-held that price agreements have 
this effect.) Already issues are raised which do not trouble the 
American courts-the economic effects of an agreement are drawn 
into the ring. 

But this is a relatively minor matter; there are further and more 
significant complications. The legislation allows specifically for 
weight to be given to other objectives of economic policy---objec
tives, that is to say, which are different from the promotion of the 
interests of the relevant consumers and of the " efficiency " of the 
economic system, and the pursuit of which may possibly conflict 
with these " traditional " objectives of anti-monopoly policy. These 
objectives are, broadly, the prevention of serious and persistent 
regional unemployment, the maintenance of exports, and the 
equalisation of economic position between dominant firms and their 
less powerful individual suppliers, competitors or customers. 3 It 
,vill be noted that these objectives are partly economy-wide (balance 
of payments) and partly confined to interests within a particular 
economic sector (bargaining positions), with the employment 
objective falling between the two. 

II 
Thus the Restrictive Practices Court has not only to probe into the 
economic effects of restrictive agreements and of their elimination; 
it also has to assess these effects in the light of a multiplicity of 
specified policy objectives or goals.• 

While it may be agreed that restrictive agreements may be 
capable in particular circumstances of contributing to the promotion 

1 (11160) L.R. 2 R.P. 50. 
2 (l!J61) L.R. 2 R.P. 241. 
8 It will be seen that the objectives go well beyond those possible economic 

cons~~ucnces of monopolistic market structures which foll within the scope of 
the rule of_ renson" employed bv the U.S. courts in their handling of single
firm monopolies (but not, of cours·e, restrictive agreements). 

• In Re Water-Tube Boilermakers' Agreement (1959) L.R. 1 R.P. 285 the court 
seemed to recognise II further objective the furtherance of the " national 
interest " (at p. 3-HJ. See comment in (i960) 23 M.L.H., pp. 83-81. 
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of the various objectives, 5 it requires no intricate argument to show 
that different disinterested observers might not necessarily arrive at 
the same assessment of a particular agreement in terms of section 21 
of the 1956 Act, which sets out the seven justifications for restric
tive agreements and the possible detriments flowing from them. 
The mere fact that the legislation does not-and could not be 
expected to-assign the relative weights to be given to the various 
policy objectives ensures this result. Even if there might be agree
ment on the economic effects of a particular agreement and of its 
hypothetical removal, the weighing of meritorious effects against 
the inimical effects obviously must involve judgment and subjective 
appraisal. Moreover, the establishment of the effects of an agree
ment and of its removal is often not simply a matter of drawing 
inescapable conclusions from obviously applicable premises with 
the help of ascertained facts. It is true that the general presump
tion in the legislation that restrictive agreements are against the 
public interest narrows somewhat the range of possible assessments; 
but this range remains wide for many types of agreement in 
practice. 

Is a court of law the most appropriate place for such assessments 
to be made, even when the court in question includes lay members 
versed in industry, trade or administration ? When the legislation 
wus going through the parliamentary process, much was made of 
the question whether or not the issues before the proposed court 
,vere " justiciable." I do not wish to become entangled in the 
semantics of that elusive word. Nor do I wish to suggest that a 
court of law is necessarily less competent to assess economic 
situations than others who would have to do this if an alternative 
non-judicial procedure were to be used. (I would, however, make 
three points, in parentheses. It may be a deficiency that the court 
is not able to make investigations of its own, but has to decide the 
matters before it on the basis of materials introduced in evidence 
by the contending parties. Secondly, it is not likely that the 
expertise of witnesses such as accountants and economists is most 
helpfully deployed when their contributions take the form of evi
dence as part of a courtroom conflict. Thirdly, the judicial process, 
whatever its virtues, does not seem to have any special value in 
yielding insights or producing skills and procedures for eliciting 
information and argument which are denied to non-judicial arrange
ments, such as those of the predecessor Monopolies and Restrictive 
Practices Commission.) The point I wish to make is that the court 

5 See, for example, <liscnssion of possible types of situation in my " Restrictive 
Agreements and the Public Interest: A Critique of the Legislation " [1960) 
Public Law, pp. 152-169, passim. 
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is willy-nilly involved in economic policy-making. This is not a 
novel point, and derives from the nature of our approach in this 
country to the control of restrictive agreements and monopoly. 
Again, I see little point in arguing whether or not a court ought to 
be given such responsibilities and functions. I merely wish to show 
that the court's decisions may impinge directly on general economic 
administration. This is partly true in respect of the exports 
justification, but is particularly clear for the employment objective. 

III 
The regional unemployment provision of section 21 of the Act says 
that a restrictive agreement acquires merit if the court is satisfied 
that the removal of the agreement would be " likely to have a 
serious and persistent adverse effect on the general level of unem
ployment in an area .... " Now one can think of situations in 
which the removal of a restrictive agreement might cause a marked 
contraction in the particular industry in a particular area. So far 
the matter is no more difficult-and no more easy-than deter
mining the likely effects on consumers of the removal of an agree
ment. But whether the workers who might be expected to lose 
their jobs would remain " persistently " unemployed in significant 
numbers depends on many things, among which government action 
or inaction is one of the most important. The court, in adjudicating 
an agreement, is not apprised of what the government might do to 
alleviate any local unemployment consequential on an adverse 
decision-though, no doubt, the court is judicially aware of the 
general legislation providing for official aid to areas with high 
unemployment. The court, in assessing the results of abolishing an 
agreement, presumably either has to take a view about possible 
administrative action, or else has to ignore a factor which in fact 
might be material. 0 In any event, the court is in the dark about 

0 'l'he employment juatificntion ~-ns central to the nrgumenta before the court in 
Re Y~r7_t Spinners' Agreement (1060) L.R. 1 R.P. 118. For the Registrn~ ~f 
Rostnctn·e Agreements it wo.a argued that "under paragraph (c) [of a. 21) 1t 1s 
mat~rial for t?e court to have regard to the declared policy of _both _politicnl 
parties to achieve a.nd maintain 11 state of full employment which, smcc the 
war. has been successful, o.nd to the fact that the areas here in question are 
within a development nrea under the Distribution of Industry Act, 1945, and 
eligible for Government grants" (at p. 163). For the Association, it wns 
argued that t-he court should not tnke nccount of the fact " that the areas are 
development arens •.. or [of] the possibility of rernedinl measures by the 
Gove~nment. • . . Parngrnph (e) was inserted for the express purpose of 
av01dmg- nny adverse effect on the level of unemployment, and the legislatnre 
must b~ presn'?ed to have inserteil it in order to prevent the Government in 
these difficult times from being embnrrassed by any sudden increase in unem
ployment and bemg forced to take remedial measures" (at p. 172). 'l'he judg
ment of the court does not refer to these opposing lines of argument. 
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what the government might do in a particular situation, since the 
government department concerned with these matters is not a party 
to the proceedings. 

A decision by the court against an agreement may force the 
government to take remedial measures, almost certainly involving 
the expenditure of public funds. Yet the expenditure of the funds 
need not (or possibly could not) have entered into the court's assess
ment of the advantages and disadvantages flowing from the abroga
tion of the agreement. It is surely unusual for legal decisions to carry 
with them the possibility of such implications for public expenditure. 
Perhaps this has some bearing on the " justiciability " of the issues 
before the court; it certainly has some bearing on the question of 
co-ordination in the sphere of economic policy and economic 
administration. The " overlapping " of functions seems odd, more 
especially as the legislation of 1956 deliberately aims at preventing 
any overlapping between the activities of the court, on the one 
hand, and those of the non-judicial Monopolies Commission, on the 
other ( on matters where some overlapping may have something to 
commend it). 

The general point can be put another way. The government 
has powers to alleviate regional unemployment. A decision to 
extend official aid to an area involves the consideration, by the 
responsible government department, of the seriousness and likely 
persistence of the unemployment, of the costs to the Treasury, and 
of the effects of the aid on the interests of workers in other areas, 
c_onsumers, exports, and so on. The issues are in some ways 
similar in nature to those in a case, involving regional unemploy
ment, before the Restrictive Practices Court. Yet in the implemen
tation of policy towards regional unemployment we rely on 
administrative assessment and action, subject to scrutiny, review 
and criticism in the legislature, and not on the judicial process. 

IV 

In conclusion, I wish to turn to a different aspect or implication of 
our approach to the control of restrictive agreements. Our legisla
tion implies that there are or may be restrictive agreements which 
have the effect of maintaining regional employment, or maintaining 
exports, or of neutralising the strong economic position of dominant 
firms, or of advancing the interests of consumers-all regarded as 
desirable effects, to be weighed against the detrimental side of such 
agreements. One may presume that the provisions of section 21-
the introduction of the multiple policy objectives-would not have 
been so elaborate if it were not thought that the justifications would 
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apply to a material number of cases. The provisions were certainly 
not introduced to protect the interests of parties to restrictive agree
ments: as is apparent from the wording of section 21, and as has 
been clearly stated by the Restrictive Practices Court, in the eyes of 
the law an agreement acquires no merit because it serves the 
interests of the parties to it, even where there is no detriment from 
the agreement to the public interest, 7 We may infer that the 

elaborate section 21 was made elaborate because it was thought 

that the meritorious consequences of those agreements judged to be 
in the public interest would be significant in the aggregate,9 so that 
a blanket prohibition of all restrictive agreements would have 
involved the unnecessary sacrifice of material public benefits. 

Now in practice, to some extent at least, the establishment and 
effective enforcement of restrictive agreements are accidental. 
For example, there are obvious difficulties about getting a largish 

number of competing suppliers to act in concert and to accept 
restrictions, and, even more so, to adhere to these restrictions. In 
short, competing suppliers may be unwilling or unable to have 
( effective) restrictive agreements even when this might be in their 
collective interests, let alone when this might mainly or solely 
promote the interests of consumers, preserve the pattern of regional 
employment in the industry, or promote export earnings. 

If it be accepted that restrictive agreements can yield the laud
able results listed in section 21, and that elaborate arrangements are 
necessary to ensure that " good " agreements are not eliminated 

together with the " bad," does it not follow that the introduction 

and enforcement of restrictive agreements is too serious a matter to 
be left to business firms ? Should the government not establish 
machinery for the investigation of industries in which appropriate 
restrictive agreements would promote export earnings or confer 
specific and substantial benefits on consumers, and for the introduc
tion and enforcement of these agreements ( especially as such agree
ments, as distinct from direct government aid, are no burden on the 
public purse)? If it is said, in answering these questions in the 
negative, that the benefits are not likely to be material in total, 

7 
See eRpeci_ally. Re Blan/cet Manufacturers' Agreement (1059) L.R. 1 R.P. 208. 

s :gi defend:ng the exports justification, Mr. Thorneycroft, then President o_f the 
oord of rrnde, seemed to argue in terms of the aggregate effect of restrictive 

agreements when he said: " The tolol export position of the country is made 
up of exports fro_m often quite small industries, and it would be very damaging 
to the country if that particular argument [s. 21 (f)] were not admitted " 
(Hou!e 0 !_ Commons Debates, May 3, 1956, col. 693). For 11 fuller discussion 
of this pomt, see article cited in note 5, above, pp. 164-166. 
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the same criticism might be applied to our treatment of voluntary 
restrictive agreements. 9 

I should not, of course, be understood to be advocating the 
setting up of machinery for the official promotion of virtuous 
restrictive agreements in situations in which the firms in question 
fail to take the initiative or are unable to reach and enforce the 
required agreement. I have merely tried to make explicit what 
seems to me to be implicit in our approach. If uncontrolled 
competition between independent firms is not regarded as promoting 
the public interest in every case, it would be quite accidental 
for the best possible results to be obtained by leaving the 
imposition and enforcement of the controls to business firms (subject 
to the approval of some adjudicating body). Given that too much 
competition may not be in the public interest-a premise of our 
legislation-is it not the responsibility of government to see not 
only that beneficial restrictions are not abolished but also that 
desirable restrictions are introduced ? If it is fair to put the issue in 
these terms, I imagine that one may be inclined to look more 
critically at our whole approach. 10 

9 If it is argued that it is one thing for government to allow e. volunte.ry arro.n"e
ment to continue, but quite another thing for it to impose arrangements 

0

on 
industry, the answer is that-ns nlre11dy noted-our legislation deliberately 
disreg11rds the interests of the firms who nre pe.rties to restrictive O."'reements. 
It would ~m:ely be incorrect to interp~et_ the legislntion ns implying t°hnt volnn
tnry restnct1ve e.greements nre perm1ss1ble unless they nre a.go.inst the public 
interest. 

10 For a critique of the provisions of s. 21 (1), see my e.rticle cited in note 5. 
above. 



SOME OBSERVATIONS ON BRITISH RESTRICTIVE 
PRACTICES LEGISLATION 

By 

C. P. CoTTIS and J. R. M. WHITEHORN * 

BACKGROUND 

1. British restrictive practices legislation, like that of most other 
countries, is directed against those restraints on competition which 
act as harmful limitations on the freedom of the market. It is con
fined to the production, processing and supply of goods. It goes 
further than most in assuming that agreements limiting that free
dom are prima facie harmful, and most of industry's criticisms of the 
present law are criticisms of the lengths to which that assumption is 
carried. 

2. While it may be accepted that it is for the Government to say 
how far combination should be allowed, the degree of combination 
which is desirable is in essence a matter of economic policy rather 
than of clear economic principle. Nor is it one of morality. Moral 
standards may rightly be applied to the actions of combinations, 
but this is not the same thing. This point is worth emphasising 
because the popular image of a cartel certainly involves moral dis
approval of it. In Adam Smith's well-known words, " People of the 
same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, 
but t~e conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public or some 
contrivance to raise prices." This attitude is mistaken. The 
balance between the need to compete and the need to co-operate, 
between individual and collective action, is not static; the same 
restrictions may be good or bad according to the surrounding 
circumstances; and the balance varies at different times and in 
different fields. 

3. In the thirties, for example, many inside and outside industry 
were very worried about " cut-throat competition "; and fixing 
prices for the purpose of " rationalisation " was not only respec
table, but was in many cases positively encouraged by authority. 
During, and for some time after, the war a very large range of prices 
was controlled, and a number of price agreements now registered 

* 'fhe authors are_ members of the stafT of tile Federation of British Industries. 
hut their paper 1s not un official statement of the Federation's policy. It wa,; 
,eparalPl_y _pn111,,,t ~sun F.B.T. 0,-ea,ional Pup"r in qctob~r, HlGIJ, when th" 
pup_rr on;!inally rleh,·errn at lbe Southamplon Colloqn111rn Ill ,July, l9GO, '"'" 
rPvJ::;L,d 
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under the 1956 Act (e.g., that of the English Bakers) were continua
tions by the trade associations of schemes set up and operated by 
the Government during the war. Since then, economic policy has 
changed, und unfettered competition is held up again us the ideal
at least in the industrial field. Not unnaturally many indus
trialists, most of whose working life has been spent in a different 
atmosphere, find great difficulty in reorientating their habits of mind 
in this new direction. 

-1. The same principles are not applied, moreover, to the supply 
of labour and services, to the professions, to the marketing of agri
cultural produce by the various statutory Marketing Boards, or 
indeed to the nationalised industries. Similarly in the international 
commodity markets the United Kingdom is a member of several 
organisations, such as the Tin Producers' Buffer Pool and the Inter
national Wheat Agreement, whose avowed purpose is to regulate 
prices and output. There may be good practical reasons for reaching 
a different point of balance between competition and co-operation in 
these fields, but it is understandable that industrialists tend to lose 
patience with trade union leaders and members of the learned 
professions who lecture them on the wickedness of cartels. There is 
a comparable distrust of academic economists, who are often felt not 
to understand the problems of industry, and so wish to change 
industry to fit their theories rather than vice versa. 

5. Then, too, the widely held view that governments now have 
the knowledge and the power to prevent slumps of the pre-war 
kind-one of the underlying although unstated assumptions of the 
l !J56 Act-is regarded, Keynes notwithstanding, as fallacious or at 
best non-proven by many industrialists and economists. For them 
restrictive agreements often seem a necessary insurance against the 
hazards to which any individual industry is exposed and so also 
against the shocks to which an economy, so dependent. on inter
national trnde as ours and so susceptible to the policies of other 
countries, is open. 

METHODS OF CONTROL 

6. Given, however, that it is considered necessary, for the 
economic health of the country, to restrain various limitations on 
free competition, the question arises of what should be restrained 
and how the restraint should be applied. Believing that this is a 
matter of expediency, industry has favoured an empirical approach. 
The right thing to do is to take each limitation and examine it to 
see whether in the particular circumstances the harm it does by 
decreasing competition is greater than the benefits it produces for 
other reasons. Industry would be very much opposed to any 

1.1 .. s. 
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attempt to prohibit whole classes of agreement, whether defined by 
form or by effect. The Monopolies Commission's Reports and the 
cases in the Restrictive Practices Court-to look no farther-have 
made it quite clear that the important factor is not so much the 
form of the agreement as the way it is administered and its results 
in practice, and that in some cases the ill-effects of a substantial 
restriction on competition are more than counterbalanced by the 
advantages it brings to all concerned. An example of the variations 
in form are the price systems of the English Bakers,1 which set a 
maximum price; the Phenol Producers,2 which set a fixed price; and 
the Blanket Manufacturers,3 which set a binding minimum price. 
One might expect the first of these to be the least harmful and the 
last the most. In fact, the Restrictive Practices Court found that 
the second scheme kept prices up; the first probably kept some 
prices up and others down; and the third had no effect at all (it was 
a stop-loss scheme, and the price was set so low that virtually no 
blankets were sold at it). An example of real but beneficent restric
tion is found in the Monopolies Commission Report on the Supply 
of Metal Windows.·• Here there was a common price agreement 
which undoubtedly did reduce competition, but which was part of a 
wider arrangement which the Commission considered did more good 
than harm-particularly because it was found to have increased the 
efficiency of the member firms so that costs had been reduced and 
quality increased. 

7 - If, then, each case is to be judged on its own merits, two 
questions arise: by whom, and by what criteria. The answers given 
to these questions vary widely in different countries. The United 
?tates system is, of course, in a class by itself, since free competition 
is there regarded as part of the American way of life to be defended 
on moral and political as well as economic grounds. Such an atti
tude has little appeal to industrialists in the context of the very 
different economic circumstances and philosophies of Europe. Most 
of the Continental countries have some sort of administrative autho
rity which decides according to fairly loose criteria. In the Nether
lands, for example, the Minister concerned exercises his powers 
" h w ere the general interest so requires." This sort of imprecision 
~oupled with wide discretion seems to be generally acceptable to 
mdustry there, probably because this is part of the general tradition 
of Continental administrative law. Their procedures are well worked 
out, and there is usually the safeguard of appeal in case of abuse of 
power. 

1 L.R. 1 R.P. 387 
2 L.R. 2 R.P. 1. . 
:, L.R. 1 R.P. 208 
·• H.M.s.o .• 1966.· 
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8. The initial approach in this country was rather similar. The 
Monopolies Commission, set up in l!HS, is an administrative body 
making recommendations to Ministers in the light of very widely
drawn principles. By section H of the Monopolies Act, 19,ts, it has 
to take into account, when deciding on the public interest, " all 
matters which appear in the particular circumstances to be rele
vant," though the section does go on to particularise matters which 
should be specially taken into account. The Commission had pro
duced fourteen reports on particular trades by August 1956, and was 
generally disliked in industry. One main ground for this was the 
Commission's procedure, which left the industry under review 
groping in the dark. Its representatives would be told of complaints 
in general terms only and without being told who made them; they 
would be told that the Commission thought certain activities might 
be against the public interest without being told why it thought so; 
and some of them at least felt that the Commission was combining 
the functions of detective, prosecutor and judge. There was also 
in some cases a feeling that the conclusions and recommendations of 
the Commission were not well based in their own factual findings: 
.they rarely found evidence of harm or abuse having occurred, but 
often made far-reaching proposals lest it might in the future. 
Moreover, the whole process of investigation was and is extremely 
burdensome, as the Chairman of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 
said in his last annual report." Under the circumstances, the pros
pect of a formal issue, formally presented with full regard to the 
rules of evidence before an impartial tribunal with no preconceived 
notions, was very attractive; and there can be little doubt that this 
preference in industry contributed to the decision in 1956 to turn 
restrictive agreements over to a court. 

SECTION 21 

9. Experience of the court as constituted today has not, by and 
large, altered that view. The main criticisms are not of the court 
us such but of the criteria it has to apply (though not unexpectedly 
there are minor defects in the machinery of registration "). Here 
the decision to have a court had unfortunate consequences. It 
followed--or was held to follow-that precise criteria had to be laid 
down in order to give the court a justiciable issue and not to present 
it with the unsuitable task of deciding questions of policy or prin
ciple. Partly for this reason, and partly because the Monopolies 
Commission Reports were thought to have shown that restrictive 

5 'l'hc Financial Times, May 13, 1960. 
" See Appendix. 
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agreements took many forms and that the great majority of them 
were harmful, the registration sections (6-8) of the Act were drawn 
very wide and the exemption section (21) ve_ry narrow. Just how 
narrow the section is was not generally appreciated when the Act 
was before Parliament. Many M.P.s as well as industrialists seem 
to have thought that the court would examine an agreement, decide 
whether it was a good or bad one, and then, if it were a good one, 
give it their approval; and .that section 21, especially subsection ( l) 
( b ), gave them adequate latitude for this process. As most lawyers 
had expected, Devlin J.'s judgment in the first case before the 
court 7 disposed of that notion. As he said,8 " Our task is the 
ordinary task of a court of law to take the words of the Act accor
ding to their proper construction and see if, upon the fncts proved, 
the case falls within them." The fact that the form of the judg
ment was a pronouncement on the public interest was irrelevant. 
The important factor was the words of section 21, which laid down 
the seven sets of circumstances within one of which the restriction 
had to be brought, and the general requirement that the restriction 
should not be unreasonable having regard to the relevant circum
stances and any detriment to the public resulting from the 
restriction. 

10. These seven sets of circumstances-the " gateways "-are 
the heart of Part I of the Act, and industry's criticisms are directed 
principally at them, since they are felt to be so narrowly drafted 
that hardly any agreements have any prospect of passing them. 

(a) Public safety 

ll. This test has been considered only in the Chemists' case, 
where Devlin J. said O

: " We have to ask ourselves whether a 
reasonable and prudent man who is concerned to protect the public 
against injury would enforce this restriction if he could. He would 
not do so unless he was satisfied, first, that the restriction afforded 
an adequate protection and, secondly, that the risk of injury was 
sufficiently great to warrant it." This defence is further limited by 
the principle that a restriction will not be acceptable if it is wider 
than is strictly necessary for the purpose put forward as justifying 
it (c/. below, under (d)); and it is clearly of rare application. 

(b) Public be11efit 

12. This is by far the most important of the gateways, because 
it is the only one which is drafted in general terms. It has been 

7 Re the Chemists' Federation Aorcement (No. 2) (1968) L.R. 1 R.P. 75. 
s At p. 103. 
n At p. 106. 
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pleaded in every case fought so far, with one minor success.10 Its 
major defect, from the point of view of parties to an agreement, is 
that it is concerned only with benefit to the public. This puts them 
in a false position from the outset: for it is obvious, and needs no 
apology, that the main origin and object of agreements must be the 
benefits the parties expect thereby for their own industry. Benefits 
to others, however great, come second: yet those alone are con
sidered relevant. It is not suggested that benefit to the industry 
should be the only, or even the dominant, criterion: but it is surely 
hard to resist the contention that it should be possible for the court 
to take it into account, at least in cases where there is no, or no 
significant, detriment to the public. 

13. Moreover, the " public " is limited to " the public as pur
chasers, consumers, or users of any goods." This may well make it 
impossible to bring in benefits to the nation as a whole (e.g., that 
the agreement kept down the prices of imported raw materials and 
thus saved foreign exchange); or the benefit of the nation of having 
a strong and healthy industry. By contrast the court is required to 
consider detriments to the public as a whole, under the " tail piece." 
In the Yarn Spinners' case, indeed, the main detriment found to the 
public was the national one-that the scheme had kept the industry 
too large and had impeded exports. Yet any non-statutory scheme 
designed to get a smaller and more efficient industry would have to 
be considered, under the section as now drafted, entirely for its 
effect on the customers. 

J.1. This limitation to purchasers and consumers is likely to rule 
out most schemes affecting prices, since it has been held in the 
Scottish II and English Balrers' 12 cases that a steady and reasonable 
price is not of itself a benefit to consumers. It is necessary to prove 
either that there is some other benefit inseparable from the price 
scheme or else that the scheme keeps or is likely to keep prices down 
rather than up. The times of shortage, in which the latter result 
was not uncommon, are now largely over; and in the present state 
of the economy it would be very hard to prove that any scheme had 
that effect in the short term. The time-scule is important. here, and 
the longer the term in view the harder it is to prove the effect of an 
agreement: yet it may well be the case that in the long run the 

10 Since this paper was written, judgment hus been given in the Blacl.- Bolt a11d 
X11t Case (19G0) L.R. 2 R.P. 50, in which u price scheme wus nppro,·erl bv thc 
eourt on the grounds thut it confcrreil a specific benefit on the stockholder~ an,! 
large buyers who were the industry's principal customers. This mujor success 
111ust therefore be n,lclecl to the minor one of the Blanket :\Iannfadnrers' mini
mum quality proYisions. 

11 L.R. 1 R.P. 347 nt p. 37G. 
1~ At pp. •!70-:171. 
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stable price brought about by the agreement would be on the 
average lower than the fluctuating one, if only because of the extra 
costs of frequent and rapid changes in the rate of production. 

15. The phrase seems likely to cause even more difficulty in the 
case of those industries which do not deal at all with the public at 
large but only with other industries. The point was considered but 
not decided in the Yarn Spinners' case, 13 but the court in the Carpet 
Manufacturers' case 11 considered possible benefits both to the 
" general public " and to the " retailer section of the public." 
All this suggests-although the point has not yet been definitely 
decided 15-that the words " the public as " are in fact meaningless, 
and it is really only benefit to any " purchasers, consumers or 
users " that is relevant. 

16. Having once proved that the users are benefited, it is neces
sary to prove that the benefit is " specific and substantial." This 
again is a serious limitation, especially for restrictions which do not 
directly affect the ultimate consumer (e.g., recommended terms of 
sale), for the more remote he is from the impact of the restriction, 
the more onerous become those adjectives. Yet such restrictions 
may be the most sensible and economic method of trading for the 
industry and good for its morale. ia 

(c) Outside competitor 

17. This defence has not yet been used, and it is not likely that 
it will ever be very important. There can be few industries in which 
there is one firm powerful enough to prevent or restrict competition 
unless the other firms combine against it, and there can be even 
fewer in which such a policy is being followed. 

(d) Predominant supplier or customer 

18. This was pleaded in the Boiler111alcers' case, where it was 
held 17 that if there was a predominant customer and it would for 

13 L.R. 1 R.P. 118 nL p. llJO. 
II r;'.H. l H.P. -17~ nt p. 53\l. . . . . 
15 Smee this pnper w11 s written, the pomt has been dec1clecl by the Judgment m 

the 13/acl.- Boll ,nu/ Nut case. It was there held what hncl to be shown 
wns benefit to the generality of any one class-purchasers or consumers or 
users-rather thnu benefit to all members of each cl11ss, as the Registrar's 
counsel contenclecl. or to some of the members of one clnss, as tlie c\efenclnnts' 
eounsel clnimecl. It i.q thus now clear that henefit to nnotlier industry can be 
ple11clecl. 

111 This point wns ,·ivi,lly illustrate,\ by Lhe Rlanhct. J\1111111/aclurcrs' cn;;e: their 
lernrn of sale foiled althougli the court fonn,I thnt se,·ernl of them were rensnn
nble nn,l useful; nncl their stop-loss price scheme fnilecl although nlmost all 
blankets were sold nbove the minimum price. Thus both these provisions 
faliecl nlthough-indcccl because-they rlicl not nfTect the public nt nil. 

11 L.R. 1 R.P. 285 at p. 3-10. 
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any reason be impossible to negotiate fair terms without the restric
tion, then it was not necessary to prove anything more: the 
customer did not have to be abusing his power in any way. How
ever, the defence was not successful, because the agreement applied 
to all tenders, not just to those to the predominant customer, and 
thus was held to be wider than was reasonably necessary. As the 
Central Electricity Generating Board-the predominant buyer
placed 83 per cent. of the total home orders and 56 per cent. of all 
the orders in the area covered by the agreement, it was not un
reasonable to use the defence; and it failed on what laymen at any 
rate would regard as a technicality. 

(e) Uncmploymcnt 

19. This defence was established in the Yarn Spinners' case, 
though the agreement failed because the harm to the public if the 
agreement continued was held to be greater than that of the 
increased unemployment if it were terminated. Few industries will 
be sufficiently important in one geographical area to take advantage 
of the defence. 

(f) Ercports 

20. This defence was pleaded successfully by the Boilermakers, 
and unsuccessfuly by the Carpet Manufact_urers. It has the advan
tage that the nation's interest coincides with the manufacturers', 
and a restriction may be defended on the grounds that it does what 
it was meant to do. It remains to be seen in how many cases this 
defence will be of avail. Meanwhile it may be noted that for 
obvious reasons the interests of the consumer-in this instance 
abroad-are not at issue. 

(g) Subsidiary 

21. This has not yet been considered by the court, and it will 
never be of importancc.18 

SUGGESTED IIIIPROVEMENTS 

22. Industry, then, wants a judicial procedure, with two sides, a 
judge and known rules. This it has. It also wants tests which give 
beneficial or harmless restrictions some prospect of being approved. 
These it largely lacks. The kind of reforms necessary to achieve this 
would be: 

1s It was applied, without being considered in any detail. in the Blach Bolt a11d 
;\Tut case. The comment stands. 
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(a) to allow the court to consider benefit to the nation (see 
paras. 12-lG above), 

(b) to allow it to consider benefit to the parties to the agreement 
(see paras. 12-IG above), 

( c) to give the court in general a somewhat wider discretion. 

23. So far as (a) and (b) are concerned, it may be objected-as 
it was when the Act was before Parliament-that the court is not 
capable of deciding such wide issues. . Experience does not support 
this view. Already the Act requires the court to decide whether a 
restriction which has passed one of the gateways is not unreasonable 
having regard to the balance between the relevant circumstances 
and any detriment to the public or to persons not parties to the 
agreement. This clearly requires a judgment of just this nature. 
So far, the court has had to make this kind of choice in three 
cases, rn and in none of them did it find any difficulty in deciding 
where the national interest lay, despite the theoretical impossibility 
of balancing a benefit to one class against a different detriment to 
another. 

21-. So far as ( c) is concerned, the question arises how far it is 
either desirable or possible to give discretion to a court to apply 
what might be called the spirit rather than the letter of the statute. 
Put like that the question is doubtless a heresy. The concept, 
however, of importing n little more flexibility into the court's 
determination of its judgment, while preserving the fully judicial 
nature both of the court and of the procedure, may not be incapable 
0 _f translation into statutory wording. Simply by way of illustra
tion, the court might be required to consider not only whether on 
the facts the circumstances specified in the gateways obtained, but 
also whether any similar circumstances obtained; or, more widely, 
to take into account not only the particular factors specified but 
also any other factors it considered relevant. There is clearly 
plenty of room for debate here, and it will be interesting to sec 
whether English law can solve the problem. 

OTHER MATTERS 

25. This paper is primarily concerned with collective agreements 
and the Restrictive Practices Court, for it is in this field that policy 
and thinking are most developed. It is as well, however, to note 
that there are three other areas to which no doubt more attention 
will be given in the future. 

19 '.\ow four--the Yarn Spi1111rrs', thte R/ 1111 /,rl .ll111111fact11rers'. 1he lfoi/cr111<1kcrs· 
and the Hlacl, !Jolt 1111<1 _1,;u1 Jlanu(11ct 11 rers'. 
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MONOPOLIES 

26. Single-firm monopolies are the chief remaining field for the 
Monopolies Commission.2° The process of applying the wide criteria 
of the 10-18 Act to the single firm would appear even more difficult 
and vague than that of applying them (under the former dispensa
tion) to collective agreements. Nor is there in this field either the 
public concern or the prima facie evidence of shortcoming that 
would justify the hazardous attempt to define more precise criteria 
for the running of large businesses. Big companies whose position 
makes them liable to the attentions of the Commission are already 
conscious of their wider responsibilities and of their public posture; 
and the possibility of review one day by the Commission may 
perhaps be one element in this. Meanwhile it is to be hoped that 
we in this country will not become infected by the notion that 
" bigness is bad ": our dependence on international trade and the 
expansion of markets make such a philosophy particularly inappro
priate to our present-day needs. 

27. Future policy will no doubt be influenced by the findings 
of the Commission on cases already or in the future referred to 
them. Here it is significant that the Commission's latest Report, 
on Fertilisers, gave LC.I. a completely cJean bill and recommended 
that Fisons should pursue a pricing policy which they had already 
adopted before the Report was published. 

RESALE PRICE MAINTENANCE 

28. As to resale price maintenance, there has been a fresh out
break of public debate in the last few months, and n disposition in 
some quarters to question the new dispensation brought about by 
the 1956 Act. This, of course, forbade collective enforcement (s. 21) 
and provided a new right of individual enforcement against third 
parties ( s. 25)-the lack of which had led to the systems of collective 
enforcement now prohibited. From the point of view of manu
facturers, the new right has much to commend it, for it leaves it 
entirely to the manufacturer's discretion whether or not to make 
use of it. Some do (though they arc very rarely obliged actually 
to go to court): many do not, and resale price maintenance has 
largely gone, for example, in the grocery trade. The object of the 
Board of Tracie's present fact-finding inquiry is to assess the extent 
and effects of resale price maintenance in today's circumstances
which are very different from those of a decade ago when the 
Lloycl-.J acob Committee reported. 

co Together with export ngreements and practices not within the pur\"ic\\· of the 
court, on which howe\"cr no references huYe yet been mn,lc. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE 

29. Internationally, the prospect for the British exporter is 
confusing. As more and more countries bring in restrictive prac
tices laws of varying scope and effect, it becomes both harder and 
more necessary for international traders to adapt their trading 
methods to them; and the liability to investigation, the need for 
permission and above all the uncertainty have a permanent nuisance 
value. A particularly troublesome problem is that of the extra
territorial application of the United States anti-trust laws, over 
which the behaviour of the United States has provoked much 
resentment in Canada and in Europe. The Dutch provision (in 
their Economic Competition Act) prohibiting compliance with the 
decisions of another State in mutters of competition without the 
permission of the Minister concerned is an interesting reaction. 
We have by no means heard the last of this problem, which may 
well arise in future apropos the anti-trust laws of other countries 
-perhaps, for example, the rule of competition in the Treaty of 
Rome. 

30. Meanwhile it may be noted that almost all national laws in 
this field, being concerned primarily to protect the interests of the 
home market and the domestic consumer, ride export agreements 
with a lighter rein 21 ; and even in countries where there is no 
explicit exemption, authorities administering the luw arc likely to 
feel a less tender concern for the interests of foreigners. 

a1. In the Common Market Articles 85-90 of the Treaty of 
' Rome seek to protect and promote freedom of trade between the 

members, and so import this criterion also into the national policies 
and laws of the Six. The Stockholm Convention goes less far: its 
declaration against practices which " frustrate the benefits " to be 
expected from the reduction of tariffs and import restrictions in the 
Free Trade Area is accompanied by what amounts to a government
to-government complaints procedure; and there is provision for 
review of these provisions in the light of experience. Meanwhile, 
the governments concerned in muny cases do not possess-and the 
Treaty puts them under no obligation to take-powers to take action 
( other than by persuasion) against practices which might be found 
to offend against the principles laid down in the Treaty. Thus the 
approach is empirical, policy is left to be developed in the light of 
experience, and leaps in the dark are eschewed. To the industrialist 
in the Seven this caution is the more welcome by contrast with the 
perplexities to which Articles 85-!JO of the Treaty of Rome are 

~, Cf .. {j .K. 195fi Act, ss. 8. 21 (i) (j) o.nd 31; the German Curtel Aet of l\J57, 
s. (,; and tlie \Vebli-Pomcrene Act iu the U.S.A. 
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giving rise and which are exercising the mind of every Continental 
lawyer in this field. 

32. The prospect, then, of a multiplication of authorities, defini
tions and procedures is somewhat daunting-the more so if proposals 
for a world-wide system of supervision (such as those put forward 
some years ago by an ad hoc committee of the Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations, which were rejected; or those now 
under discussion in the G.A.T.T.) were to find favour. The 
industrialist, if he is to do his job, is entitled to expect, at the least, 
reasonable certainty; safeguards of fair and judicial procedure; and 
protection from " nagging." Whether he will get them is another 
matter. 

APPENDIX 

SOlllE PROCEDURAL DEFECTS IN THE 1956 ACT 

Registrable agreements (sections 6, 7' and 8) 
1. The definitions of what is registrable are widely drawn and as 

a result some " restrictions " have been caught up which are far 
from the mischiefs at which the Act is aiming. Certain arrange
ments for subscriptions to trade associations, having no other 
purpose or effect, are an example. Any definition is probably bound 
to result in some anomalies; and in so far as free use is made of the 
power to remove insignificant ugrecments from the register (s. 12), 

and the procedure for this is improved, the problem becomes to that 
extent less troublesome. 

2. A particular difficulty is that caused by section G (7), whereby 
in the case of trade association recommendations, it is the agreement 
for the constitution of the association which is deemed to be regis
trable. This results in the association itself as opposed to the 
particular activity in question being caught up in registration; 
and so, unless the association is wound up, its constitution remains 
live on the register even if all registrable activities have been 
abandoned, and it has to continue to lodge particulars of changes, 
e.g., in membership. This could be mitigated by better provision 
for " dead " agreements (sec para. 7, below). But in any cuse it 
would be better if, when association activities require registration, 
the requirement that the basic agreement is deemed to be the consti
tution should be done away with (except where the restrictions are 
in fact incorporated in the constitution). Instead there would be 
deemed to exist an agreement between the members as to the 
recommendations, and this notional agreement would be registered. 
(Consequential changes, e.g., in the Registrar's Regulations, would 
no doubt be necessary. The constitution could of course still be put 
in evidence before the court.) 
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3. One particular difficulty-and there may be others-affecting 
normal commercial transactions between companies is that of 
restrictions necessarily consequent on the sale of good will by one 
company to another-e.g., restrictions on the area of trading, 
These appear prima fucie registrable, if both sides accept them: 
yet without them good will could rarely be sold, and a useful form 
of transaction which is the reverse of restrictive would be inhibited. 
Yet if such restrictions should be referred to the court it is hard to 
see how they could be justified in the terms of section 21. 

Agreements of 110 substantial economic significance (section 12) 

,t. The Registrar has stated his intention of making use of the 
powers under section 12 more freely, ancl has referred to some two 
hundred agreements as possible candidates. However, the section 
is faulty in at least two respects. 

5. First, it refers to " agreements " and not to " restrictions." 
No distinction therefore is possible between separate restrictions 
in the same agreement; they must stand or fall together. On the 
other hand were it not so the Registrar would in effect have a wider 
discretion to judge, and determine the fate of restrictions: if he 
could dispose of certain restrictions in an agreement under section 12 
while referring others in the same agreement to the court, he would 
then in effect be exercising in advance some of the functions of the 
court. If the suggestion in paragraph 2 above were adopted the 
problem would be solved, since separate activities by an association 
could be treated separately throughout. (They could still of course 
be brought before the court together, if all concerned thought that 
most convenient, under section 23 (2) (b).) 

G. Second, the section is so drafted as to bring about the pro
cedural nonsense that any change in an agreement that has been 
removed under it (including a change in the parties) requires the 
agreement to go back on the register and be put through the 
procedure afresh. In case of associations with a constant turnover 
of membership this would be particularly troublesome. 

Dead agreements 

7. There is no provision in the Act whereby " dead " agreements 
-that is agreements that have been wound up, or from which nil 
registrable restrictions have been removed-can ever be removed 
from the register. (As the Act stands their ultimate fate is not 
clear, but sections 1 (2) and 20 (I) might require them in due course 
to be brought to the court, when presumably a formal declaration 
that they are contrary to the public interest would be made.) This 
is widely resented, and is recognised on all sides to need correction. 



THE LAW RELATING TO RESTRICTIVE TRADE 
PRACTICES IN WEST GERMANY AND IN THE 
TREATY ESTABLISHING THE EUROPEAN 

ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 

By 

RUDOLF GRAUPNER * 

I. INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 

IT seems hardly necessary to emphasise for the student of compara
tive law and practitioner in international legal matters the great 
importance of becoming acquainted with what is commonly called 
the German Cartel Law and those provisions in the Treaty estab
lishing the European Economic Community which are termed 
" Rules governing Competition." This follows from a variety of 
reasons. The German Cartel Law, which has been characterised as 
the Basic Law for the (West) German economy, forms part of the 
law of a country which ranks second (after the United States) in 
the volume of exports of goods. In view of both the numerous 
legal relations coming into existence through international commerce 
and the increasing co-operation and interdependence of German und 
non-German corporations and traders, knowledge and observation 
of this Law is of paramount importance for every lawyer who has 
to act in this sphere. The same applies to the aforementioned 
provisions of the Common Market Treaty which regulates the 
economic life of a community of great economic strength whose 
combined volume of export is the greatest in the world. Secondly, 
the German Cartel Law, which would seem to be the most compre
hensive enactment on this subject-matter, deserves to be studied as 
a serious effort of a State which, after a twelve years' period of 
disregard for ethical and legal values, tries to re-create a Rechtsstu11t 
(a State acknowledging the rule of law) and, on the economic side. 
a community based on the rights of the individual to take part 
freely in the economic life subject to the rights of the dependent 
classes to be protected against exploitation and abuse of economic 
power concentrated in the hands of a few. 

Incidentally, the present state of German economy would at least 
not seem to speak against the expediency and salutary effects of 
this Law. 

* Solicitor of the Supreme Court, Member of the Berlin Ba.r. 
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The Cartel Law of 1957 completes a development in legislative 
efforts to exercise control over cartels which started with the Cartel 
Order of 1923. Not Jong after the enactment of the Gewerbeord11twg 
(Statute on Trade Regulations) of 1869 which introduced the prin
ciple of freedom of trade-as distinct from the quasi-monopolistic 
rights of the guilds-cartels and other forms of restrictive trade 
practices became apparent. Under the principle of freedom of 
contract, which was interpreted in the light of nineteenth-century 
conceptions of laissez-/ a ire, cartels were almost unconditionally 
upheld. It has rightly been observed that by 19U Germany had 
become the classical country of cartels. 

The economic situation in which Germany found itself during 
the First World War made a planned economy imperative; the 
State readily used the cartels (and other trade associations) as its 
instruments for carrying out its policy. After Germany's defeat the 
previous policy of virtually unqualified laissez-/ a ire in the field of 
industry and trade was not resumed, chiefly because the socialist 
parties which participated in the Government aimed at increased 
State intervention. Even though their demands were generally not 
realised, a limited interventionist policy in the economic sphere 
carried the day. As regards the cartels, the first legislative measure 
occurred in November HJ23 by the enactment of the Cartel 
Ordinance (Kartell-Verordnung), through which it is aimed to 
control the abuse of economic power. It should, however, be noted 
that by this law the existence and even usefulness of cartels was 
recognised and only abuses were to be prevented. 

The Ordinance provided for the prohibition (by a decree of a 
special court) of such cartels as were to be considered economically 
unac~eptable and, further, by giving members of a cartel the right 
of withdrawal therefrom. In the following years the Government 
repeatedly intervened in the field of price-fixing agreements. 

The National-Socialist regime used the great number of strong 
cartels for its policy of planned economy and autarchy and ulti
mately for the preparation and prosecution of the wur. The cartels 
were transformed into organs of State-planned economy whereby 
their character as private associations was in effect abolished. There 
was in fact no need for private cartels in the last stages of that 
regime as free competition had virtually ceased to exist. 

When the Allied Powers took over the government of Germany 
in 1 !H5 a German Cartel Law in the proper sense did not exist. 
Whereas the Soviet Union soon begun to impose the Communist 
economic system in its Zone of Occupation the Western Powers took 
measures for the building up of a free economic order which 
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included the deconcentration of the big concerns and the decartelisa
tion of industry and commerce. The original aims of these measures 
were the weakening of German economic power with a view to 
preventing Germany from starting another war and at the same 
time the laying of the foundations of a sound economic order on a 
democratic basis, in which each individual should be able to play a 
part on the principle of unrestricted competition. The United 
States in particular, relying on experience of its cherished Anti
Trust Law, was the protaganist in this field. For this purpose the 
Western Allies issued Laws and Ordinances in the first months of 
19H which contained far-reaching prohibitions of cartel agreements 
and understandings as well as of other arrangements by which free 
competition might be disadvantageously affected. However, these 
Orders provided for exemptions to be granted by the Allied Powers, 
and by the wise and considerate policy of the administration of this 
cartel legislation the basis for the rebuilding of a sound economic 
order was laid. The German courts which had to administer this 
law readily co-operated-a task often not without difficulty on 
account of the fact that the Allied legislation originated from a 
foreign legal system, that of the United States, and was therefore 
rather alien to German legal thinking. Nothing better proves the 
soundness of the Allied legislation than the acceptance of its basic 
ideas and to a considerable extent also of its specific provisions in 
the German Cartel Law of lD57 which replaced it. 

IL THE LAW AGAINST RESTRAINTS OF COMPETITION OF JULY 27, 1957 

( 1) After deliberations lasting for seven years in which not only 
the German Parliament and the representative bodies of trade and 
industry but also a host of legal and economic writers took part, a 
comprehensive statute consisting of 109 sections was enacted which 
came into force on January 1, 1958. The scope of this Law which 
is designed to cover all spheres of economic life in which restrictions 
of competition both in respect of the sale of goods as well as 
commercial services may occur, and the complexity of its provisions 
which are intended to be made adaptable to nearly all foreseeable 
economic situations makes it impossible to give in this paper more 
than a short survey of its basic provisions. Only certain more 
important aspects and especially those of international significance 
will be emphasised and discussed in greater detail. 

(2) We have so far referred to this Law as the Cartel Law. We 
shall continue to do so but it must be borne in mind that this 
description is incorrect-although this statute is also in Germany 
unofficially called Kartellgesct:::-becuuse it deals with a variety of 
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other sets of facts which restrict or may restrict free competition. 
The official name of the Law is therefore more correct, yet again 
not quite accurate, because the Law itself contains many provisions 
which constitute exemptions from this principal aim and, further, 
provide for restrictions of competition subject to obtaining the 
permission of the so-called Cartel Authorities. The statute might 
therefore have been better termed " Law On Restraints of 
Competition." 

(3) (i) Before we deal with the substantive and procedural pro
visions of the Law itself, we have to define the scope of the applica
tion of the Law. First, the general principles of private law on the 
invalidity of contracts contra bonos mores, the prohibition of action 
against good faith, the Law against unfair competition which is 
designed to protect fair competition, and the Laws relating to 
patents, registered designs and trade marks remain in force beside 
the Cartel Law. The same is true of those branches of public law 
which relate to limitation of rights inherent in property, to the 
exercise of trades and professions, industrial law, the law of social 
insurance, currency and exchange control. Secondly, rights and 
duties created by international treaties and the provisions con
tained in the supranational agreements are as a rule not affected 
although the relation of the Cartel Law to certain Articles in the 
Common Market Treaty raises difficult questions. 

Even though the legislator intended by the Cartel Law to secure 
the widest possible freedom of competition of enterprises and 
individual traders, the Law itself enumerates various and large 
sectors of industry, commerce and agriculture to which it is either 
not applicable at all or to which it only applies in part. The first 
group comprises the Federal German Bank, the Land Central Banks 
and the Reconstruction Loan Corporation, and also the activities 

. relating to services and tariffs of the Spirits Monopoly and the 
Matches Monopoly as well as the agreements of the Federal Post 
Office, the Federal Railways and other public railways and kindred 
enterprises. The second group consists of enterprises to which 
(with certain exceptions) the substantive provisions of the Cartel 
Law do not apply but which are subject to supervision with a view 
to preventing abuse of their posit.ion of J)0Wf'r. They ure the sector 
of Lhe hanking and i11surnnce Lusinf'fiS (cm which special supervisory 
uuLhoriLies hnvc l,cc:11 in existence for a long Lime), further enterprises 
engaged in sea, f'onstnl uml inland water transportation as well as 
airlines in regard to international transportation, the activities of 
public utilities and, lastly, the sector of agriculture and forestry. 
However, several of these enterprises are obliged to register with 
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the Cartel Authority such agreements entered into by them as 
intend to restrain competition. 

(ii) As distinct from previous attempts to prevent undesirable 
restriction of competition, e.g., by the Cartel Ordinance of 1923, the 
Cartel Law tries to cover the whole subject-matter of restrictive 
trade practices either by laying down positive rules with appropriate 
procedure for their enforcement or-as we have just mentioned
by excluding certain sectors of the economic life from its applica
tion. Thus the Law first deals with cartel agreements and cartel 
resolutions (sections 1 to 1-1-). As a matter of principle such agree
ments and resolutions, to which we shall subsequently for the sake 
of brevity only refer to as agreements, are declared invalid subject, 
however, to manifold exceptions. Secondly, under the heading 
" Other Agreements " (sections 15 to 21) so-called individual agree
ments, i.e., agreements between enterprises by which a party to 
them is restricted in its freedom to establish prices or terms of con
tracts which it concludes with third parties in regard to goods or 
commercial services, are declared null and void. Yet again, several 
types of agreements are expressly exempted from this prohibition. 
Thirdly, as distinct from this disapproval of the establishment of 
undesirable legal relationships, the Law can intervene if such a state 
of facts exists that one or more enterprises have a market
dominating position as defined by the Law. Similarly, another 
chapter of the Law (sections 25 to 27) forbids such bodies to 
threaten or cause disadvantages or grant advantages to other enter
prises in order to induce them to engage in activities which under 
the Cartel Law must not be made the subject of a contractual 
obligation or join or form a market-dominating enterprise or to 
adopt a uniform attitude with the intention to restrain competition. 
Into the same category falls the prohibition of measures of causin(J' 

b 

a boycott and other discriminatory treatment directed against third 
enterprises. 

As distinct from all these prohibitory clauses, sections 28 to 33 

allow for the apparent purpose of furthering fair and preventing 
unfair competition the establishment of rules of competition by 
trade associations and professional associations; such associations, 
but no others, are entitled to ask for their registration in the Cartel 
lle1~ister. Agreements by whirh enterprises bind themselves to 
adhere to sueh rcgist.rrrd rules urc not trculcd us (proliibilc<I) <·urlel 

agreements in the meaning of section 1. This substantive pnrt of 
the Cartel Law is sanctioned by penal provisions in the nature of 
administrative criminal law-as distinct from the ordinary criminal 
law-in which contraventions are punished by fines only (sections 
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38 to -t3). In one respect section 38, subsection (3) contains sub
stantive law, inasmuch as it stipulates that a contravention is also 
committed by any person who has made recommendations which, 
through uniform .conduct or concerted acts, have resulted in an 
evasion of the prohibitions set forth in the Cartel Law or of Orders 
issued by the Cartel Authority, subject however to certain permitted 
recommendations relating to demanding, offering or fixing prices 
especially by medium-sized enterprises by way of defence against 
large-sized ones. The latter exemption aims at giving a special 
protection to the middle class trader. 

The next chapter of the procedural part of the Law deals with 
the Cartel Authorities. It is impossible to give in this paper even a 
very brief survey of the functions of the Cartel Authorities, the 
proceedings before them and remedies against their decisions by 
appeal to the ordinary courts. We therefore have to confine our
selves to a few observations. The Cartel Authorities are ( a) as the 
chief Authority the Federal Cartel Office in Berlin, an administratiYe 
body which is under the jurisdiction of the Federal Ministry of 
Economics; (b) the Federal Ministry of Economics which is the only 
authority to act in the special case provided for in section 8 to which 
we shall refer later; it has no jurisdiction in any other instance; 
(c) the Higher Land Authorities, i.e., generally the Ministries of 
Economics of the various Lander (sections -U- to 86). The Cartel 
Office has the widest jurisdiction. It has power to permit cartels, to 
issue Orders in regard to them, it is the authority with which cartels 
and agreements in regard to certain types of cartels ( which we shall 
mention later) and price-fixing agreements relating to trade-marked 
goods and to the book-selling trade are to be registered. Its func
tions also extend to supervision and control of market-dominating 
enterprises. Lastly it has residuary jurisdiction in respect of all 
cases in which the effects of the influence on the market, or of the 
activities in restraint of competition or of discriminatory activities 
or of a competition rule extend beyond the territory of a Land. It 
is obvious that the great majority of all issues which arise under the 
Cartel Law will have to be dealt with by the Cartel Office so that 
the competency of the Land Authorities which are restricted to cases 
of mere regional importance will in practice be a rather limited one. 

The Cartel Authorities, when giving their rulings, must observe 
the Basic Law of the German Federal Republic and German law 
generally, but within these limits they are free to act according to 
their discretion as determined by the prevailing principles of eco
nomic policy and expediency. The rights of the parties concerned 
are safeguarded by far-reaching legal remedies, the administration of 
which has been entrusted to the ordinary courts, namely the Appeal 
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Courts (Obcrlandesgcrichte) with further appeal to the Federal 
Supreme Court. Thus appeals against the decisions of the Cartel 
Office lie to the Knmmergericht in Berlin. It may be observed that 
this jurisdiction of the ordinary courts constitutes a certain anomaly 
in German law since legal remedies against decisions of administra
tive authorities are, as a rule, by long tradition dealt with by the 
hierarchy of administrative courts; the reason for this deviation was 
the consideration -that the issues which may be contested will raise 
questions of be;th pri,·ate and public law so that their determination 
by ordinary courts and especially by the Supreme Court will avoid 
divergent decisions which might occur if both ordinary courts
e.g., incidentally-and administrative courts were to judge upon the 
same problem. Also appeals against levying fines are to be heard 
by ordinary courts. 1 

(.t) After this very brief survey of the main provisions of the 
Cartel Law a few observations on the principal sections and lastly 
on some problems in the field of private international law appear to 
be necessary. 

During the long parliamentary struggle about this Law, two 
schools were opposed to each other-the advocates of declaring 
cartels invalid as a matter of principle, subject only to permitted 
exceptions, and those who would allow them and would only permit 
the State to intervene if a cartel abuses its power ( the so-called 
.llissbrauchsprinzip, the principle of abuse of a position of power). 
The legislator adopted the first alternative but, as a matter of com
promise, the law enumerates a large number of exceptions to this 
principle. The basic rule of prohibition is set forth in section l 
which reads as follows : 

(1) Agreements made by enterprises or associations of enterprises 
for a common purpose and resolutions of association of enter
prises are invalid in so far as they are apt to influence, by 

1 \Vherens it hns been the long-estoblishecl principle in German ndministrntivc 
Jaw thnt the nclministrntive courts in their review of ,Iecisions by a<lminist.rntin, 
nuthoriticA 1nay cxn_ininc, npart fro1n Yiolntions of binding legal pro\"isions. 
whether such nnthont.y hns exccede,l or nb11s,•d the_ discretion ronf,•,-,-etl upon ii. 
by lnw, s. 70, subs. (-1) of the ~nrte~. Lnw dcvrntcs ther·efrom in thnt tlw 
reviewing court may reYokc IL clec1s1011 1f the Cnrtel Authority hns exercised 
its discretion erroneously, if it has ... exercised its discretion in sueh IL wn. 
as to Yiolnte the purpose of this lnw." Thus the exercise of the discret' ) 
itself is also open to review if the nuthorit.y's ruling, without constitntin" 

1011 

. I I . I · b · ,.. 1111 
excess or abuse ID t 1e c nss1cn sense. 1s nsed on cons1clerntions that nrc 
incompatible with the trne npprecintion of the purpose of the Cartel Lall". y,,t 
ns 1he Orclers of 1hP 1'artel ,\11thori11,•s nre. an,] nn• intenclC'd to ""· politieo
l'conomic rlecisions. the Inst sentcnec of the subsection stipulates thnt .. tlw 
~pprnisnl ~y such nnthority of the genc,1;n1 .~c~nomic ~it_u11ti~11 ontl tlevelopinent 
1s not subject to renew by the court. llrn; restnel10n 1s meunt to ensure 
that the ,;ourts sholl not become policy-makers. · 
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restraints of competition, the production or the market con
ditions with respect to the trade in goods or commercial 
services. This does not apply as far as this law provides 

otherwise. 

(2) The term " resolution of associations or enterprises " 
includes resolutions of meetings of the members of a juristic 

person, provided that such members are enterprises. 

This provision calls for a few short comments. First the Law speaks 
of enterprises (Unternehmen) or associations of enterprises. An 
enterprise in this meaning is an economic unit organised for this 
purpose of a gainful activity of one or more persons; the legal form 
is immaterial so that not only companies but also an economic esta
blishment in the form of a partnership or even belonging to one 
individual fulfils this requirement. Enterprises in the hands of the 
State or communes or other non-privately owned are within the 
section, provided of course that none of the exemptions mentioned 
earlier apply. Secondly, the section explicitly refers not only t? 
trade in goods but also to commercial services (e.g., transport busi
nesses), an activity which is not within the scope of the English law 
against restrictive trade practices. Thirdly, although only agree
ments (and formal resolutions) can be declared invalid as a ma_tter 
of law, the well-known gentlemen's agreements, i.e., understandings 
or arrangements which are not binding in law are also indirec~ly 
caught by virtue of section 38 of the Law, a section dealing with 

penal sanctions. The exceptions to the prohibition in section 1 are 
numerous. They are far from being uniform; they have been made 
subject to conditions varying almost from instance to instance, a 
casuistic method generally alien to the German legal system. We 
shall now refer to the more important types of cartels which fall into 
this category. 

(i) Cartel agreements and resolutions. These are cartel agree
ments and resolutions which deal (a) with the uniform application 
o[ terms of trade, of deliveries or of payments including discounts
provided they do not relate to prices or components thereof; 
further: (b) cartels on rebates on goods supplied subject to certain 
limitations; further: ( c) cartels exclusively dealing with the uniform 
application of standards and types, specifications and calculations; 
and: (d) cartels which serve to protect or promote export, in so far 
as they arc limited to regulating competition in markets outside the 
area to which the Cartel Law applies. Y ct these agreements and 
resolutions must be filed with the Cartel Office in order to be valid 
and will-with the exception of the export cartel agreements-be 
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registered. It must be emphasised that even these cartels are subject 
to the rule that the Cartel Authorities may exercise their power of 
intervention by altering or even invalidating agreements or resolu
tions or request the enterprises concerned to abstain from relying on 
an objectionable clause if the agreements are used for purposes 
which are unjustified. 

,vhereas the cartels just mentioned come into existence on mere 
notification to the Cartel Authority, a second· group of cartels 
requires permission by this Authority in order to become valid. In 
these cases the Authority shall have the possibility to examine 
whether the formation of the particular cartel is justified under the 
aspect of economic and general policy. They are: 

(a) Cartels formed for the purpose of overcoming difficulties in 
the special branch of production or trade in time of an economic 
crisis (section •t). 

(b) Cartels with the aim of effecting rationalisation of economic 
processes (section 5, subsections (2) and (3) ). If this object can 
only be achieved by price-fixing agreements or by setting up a 
syndicate, i.e., a joint purchasing or marketing organisation, the 
special necessity and usefulness for the general public has to be 
scrutinised. 

(c) Enlarged export cartels, which also comprise the trade in 
goods and commercial services within the area of the Cartel Law, 
possibly even including vertical price-fixing arrangements in so far 
as they are necessary for insuring the desired competition abroad. 
However, such a cartel must not violate international treaties or 
reduce int~rnal competition substantially to the disadvantage of the 
predominant principle of preserving free competition. 

( d) Subject to the same reservations, cartels relating to the 
import of goods or services if the German purchasers are faced with 
no or only insignificant competition on the side of the suppliers. 
These import cartels between German importers are thought to be 
entitled to be formed as defence against possibly collective or 
individually monopolised offers on the foreign supply market 
towards which German importers, if acting individually, might be 
rather helpless unless they build up countervailing powers. 

In spite of this elaborate system of prohibition of cartels subject 
to numerous exceptions, the legislator has seen fit to add the general 
clause set forth in section 8, according to which the Federal Minister 
of Economics has power to approve and make valid every cartel 
agreement or resolution if the restriction of competition ensuing 
therefrom is, in exceptional circumstances, necessary in considera
tion of the general economic situation and of the public interest. 
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Concluding this chapter we may quote a very apt summary of the 
legal position: " There is no permitted cartel agreement that cannot 
be prohibited on account of abuse, and no prohibited cartel agree
ment that could not be permitted if certain conditions are present. 
Cartels as such are neither good nor bad, neither a panacea nor an 
arch-evil. They are merely means to ends which the legal order 
either approves or condemns, guided by the general political basic 
conception of the relation between the State and the national 
economy and influenced by the economic policy which the Govern
ment of the day and its supporting parliamentary majority find at a 
given time suitable to institute and pursue." 2 

(ii) Individual agreements. As we mentioned earlier, the Cartel 
Law also deals with other agreements by which competition is 
sought to be restrained (sections 15 to 21). These are those agree
ments in vertical direction or, to use the English terminus technicus, 
which relate to resale price maintenance. Again, such agreements 
are null and void in so far as they restrict a party in making agree
ments with third parties, i.e., wholesale or retail purchasers as the 
case may be, in relation to the goods supplied or other goods or 
commercial services. Two important exceptions have however been 
made, namely (a) for trade-marked goods (including agricultural 
products) and (b) for publishing enterprises in respect of sales of 
their books and other publications. The reasonableness of these 
qualifications is obvious. But if price-fixing in this privileged trade 
sphere is abused or becomes economically unbearable the agreements 
can be declared invalid in accordance with the principle of preven
tion of abuse. Furthermore, agreements by which one party is 
bound to observe restrictions in the use of the goods supplied or 
commercial services rendered or in the making of certain agreements 
with its customers, as, e.g., by attaching conditions providing for 
exclusiveness of trade with a certain supplier or for purchasing 
another kind of goods the acquisition of which is not usual according 
to the custom of the trade, can be declared invalid if competition is 
thereby unrcusonably restricted. 

Two sections in this group, namely 20 and 21, are of particular 
importance and deserve more than many others the attention of the 
non-German legal adviser. Agreements concerning the acquisition 
or the use of patents, registered designs (Gebrauchs11mster) or pro
tected brands of cultivated plants as well as the transfer or exploita
tion of legally unprotected inventions, manufacturing processes, 
technical designs and other achievements of a technological char
acter or in the field of plant breeding are invalid if they impose upon 

e Ernst E. Hir.sc·h. Ku11/rn/l,· 1rirl.<r·lwfl/;,-1,cr .l/a,·/,t, H.,rn, l(Ji\8, p. lfi d s,-,1• 
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the acquirer or licensee any restrictions in his business conduct 
which go beyond the proper contents of these protected rights or 
technical achievements. Even though this rather strict rule is 
qualified to a considerable extent, it is still of importance for agree
ments granting a licence for the use of a patent, the parties to which 
are frequently of different nationality and residence. Thus, to give 
an example: an English company grants to a German enterprise an 
exclusive licence for a patent (registered in England and Germany). 
The German enterprise makes an invention in the nature of an 
improvement to this patent. Whereas under section 20, subsection 
(2) No. 3, obligations of the licensee to exchange experience, or to 
grant licences for improvements or related inventions, are permitted, 
if these correspond to similar obligations of the patent owner or 
licensor, an obligation on the part of the licensor to transfer the 
patent concerning the improvement or the related invention is not 
covered by this exemption and is ther~fore invalid. In a decision 
rendered by the Bundesgerichtshof when a very similar rule in the 
Decartelisation Order was still in force,3 the court held that the 
licensor was only entitled to an exclusive licence for which he may 
be obliged to grant a non-exclusive licence to the original licensee. 
Although this case was one in which the parties were German enter
prises, there is no doubt that this ruling also applies to an inter
national licence agreement. I have mentioned this case because 
such far-reaching transfer clauses arc frequently found in licence 
agreements. 

In view of the rather severe restrictions set forth in this section 
which may prove to be unnecessary in an individual case, section 20 
gives the Cartel Authorities the power to approve such or other 
prohibited agreements of this category upon application. 

(iii) I11ternatio11al aspects. Lastly a few remarks on the inter
national aspect of the Cartel Law would seem to be appropriate. The 
sedes wateriae is section 98, subsection (2), according to which the 
Cartel Law applies to all restraints of competition effective in the 
area in which the Law is in force, i.e., in the German Federal 
Republic and in \Vest Berlin, also if these restraints result from acts 
done outside such area. This means that even if parties to an agree
ment have stipulated that it is to be governed by a foreign law or if 
the parties are partly German residents and partly not or even if 
they are all non-German residents and/ or non-German nationals, 
the Cartel Law nevertheless applies to all agreements or acts if the 
effect thereof extends somehow or other to the aforementioned area. 
There seem to exist no court decisions on the interpretation of this 

3 BGH(Z) Vol. 17, -11 au,! KJW 1955, 8:l\J. 
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point and it will have to be seen whether German courts will follow 
the decisions of the American courts which have gone to great 
length in answering in the affirmative the effect of foreign agree
ments containing restraints of competition on the American market. 
,vhereas under the Decartelisation Orders Germany was barred from 
joining international cartels, there is no such prohibition in the 
Cartel Law and many German enterprises have become members of 
international cartels. In so far as such participation has an effect 
on the German market, the Cartel Law applies. In regard to section 
15 et seq .-these are the provisions relating to the so-called indi
vidual contracts-it is noteworthy that these prohibitions are only 
aimed at transactions on the home market. Concluding our observa
tions on the international aspect, it has to be borne in mind that 
according to section 101 the Cartel Law shall not apply to the 
Treaty Constituting the European Coal and Steel Community of 
April 18, HJ5l, in so far as it contains special provisions. Lastly, in 
relation to the other Common Market countries the Rules Governing 
Competition in the E.E.C. Treaty have to be taken into account. 
We shall presently deal with this subject. 

II. THE RULES GOVERNING COMPETITION IN TUE TREATY ESTABLISH-

ING THE EUROPEAN EcoNOJIIIC Co111J11UNITY OF MARCH 25, 1957 ·I 

It is not our intention to give to any extent a detailed account of 
these Rules. Although the part of the Rules with which we are 
concerned number only six (Articles 85 to 90) and are as such not 
too complicated, an examination of their relation to the national 
laws on restraint of competition bristles with difficulties. A very 
superficial treatment must therefore suffice. 

In order to understand the inclusion of and necessity for these 
Rules in the Treaty, it has to be recalled that the Member States 
(France, Italy, Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, the Nether
lands and Luxemburg, including their overseas territories) have 
agreed to establish u Common Market with the further aim of the 
gradual hnrmonisation of their economic policies. This is to be 
achieved by increasing integration of their economies by free trade, 
commerce and services. In the field of the coal and steel industry 
and the use of atomic energy, considerable headway has been made 
through the conclusion of two special treaties. One of them, the 
Treaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community of 1951 
contains rather detailed provisions on Cartels and Restraints of 
Competition but in view of its limited sphere of applicability a 

·• SeP nlso Vcrloren van Themuat. "Rule:s of Competition nncl Restrictive Trn,le 
Prnc!iC"es," I.C.L.Q. S11pplcmrnlary Pul,lirntion No. 1 (lDGl) p. 76 ct seq. 
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discussion can safely be omitted from this survey. However, the 
Rules Governing Competition in the Common Market Treaty are of 
much greater importance inasmuch as they cover virtually the whole 
field of industry and commerce in the Member States. 

It appeared imperative to include these Rules in the Treaty 
because free competition was intended to be one of the basic 
principles in the new economic community. Their embodiment was 
thought all the more necessary because several Member States did 
not have Cartel Laws at all or only rudimentary ones and, moreover, 
only a uniform law on this subject could fulfil the desired purpose. 
The substantive law is laid down in Articles 85, 86 and 90. Article 
85 largely corresponds, mutatis mutundis, to section I of the Ger
man Cartel Law in that it is directed against agreements, resolu
tions and concerted practices of or between enterprises which are 
likely to affect the trade between the Member States and which have 
as their object or result the prevention, restriction or distortion of 
competition within the Common Market. The Article then lists 
particular instances of such practices. Such agreements, etc., shall 
be invalid. However, according to subsection 3, certain agreements 
of this character can be declared unobjectionable if they can be 
considered as beneficial to the economy of the Community. 

Article 86 prohibits abuse of a position of power by one or more 
market-dominating enterprises and instances for such contingencies 
are given. 

Article 90 limits the application of the foregoing Articles to 
public enterprises or such as have been granted special or exclusive 
rights (e.g., monopolies) or have been entrusted with the manage
ment of services of general economic interest. The remaining provi
sions are of a procedural nature. Article 87 authorises the Council of 
the E.E.C. to issue Orders and Directions for the purpose of 
ultimately creating a comprehensive law on restraint of competition 
for the Community that is to be administered by its organs. So far 
no such Orders or Directions have been made but is understood 
that the first two Orders are in preparation. 

The question now arises whether these Rules arc mere program
matic pronouncements or are already and, if so, to what extent, 
law, that is to say legal provisions binding upon the Member States 
and applicable to present transactions carried out between enter
prises concerned in so far as the economy of the Common Market 
is affected. According to Article 88 the Authorities of the Member 
States shall, until the expected Orders and Directions have been 
issued, in accordance with their respective municipal law and 
Articles 85, 86 and 90, decide upon the admissibility of agreements, 
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resolutions and concerted practices as well as on any improper 
advantage taken of a dominant position in the Common Market. It 
is this Article on which those courts, authorities and writers rely 
who express the opinion that these Rules are already applicable. 
This is today the prevailing view in Germany which has also been 
adopted by the Cartel Office. It is also shared by the Commission 
of the E.E.C. and the two Conferences on Cartels held by experts of 
the Member States in January 1!)59. Yet there remains the problem 
as to whether the nationals of the Me~ber States can avail them
selves of these provisions or whether the prohibition can only 
become effective by virtue of a decision in accordance with 
Article 88. 

The opposite opinion has gained prevalence in Holland and 
apparently also in France. 

If one ascribes to these Rules an immediate effect, the relation
ship between the Rules and the municipal law requires close exam
ination. In regard to Germany, we cannot do better than to quote 
the observations on this point in the leading commentary on the 
Treaty." As distinct from some writers who think that recognition 
of the immediate applicability of the Rules must have the result that 
the German Cartel Law becomes pro tantu obsolete, the authors of 
the commentary hold that the two legal systems arc effective at the 
same time since each of them is meant to give protection to differing 
interests. They say: 

" If a transaction is covered both by Articles 85, 8G and by the 
municipal law, a permission in accordance with the provisions 
of both laws is necessary before it can be carried out. . . . The 
Authorities having jurisdiction to administer Articles 85 and SG 

are allowed to give their permission without being compelled to 
have regard to the requirements of a permission which may be 
necessary under the respective municipal law. Conversely, the 
municipal Authorities will not be entitled to give permissions 
without having regard to these Articles since the latter arc of 
importance for the home market of the Member State too. 
Therefore the authorities in the Member State must be taken to 
be obliged to refuse permissions required by the municipal law 
if permissions which are necessary in accordance with Articles 
85 and 8G have been refused; if no decisions on applications for 
the latter kind of permissions have been rendered, the Authori
ties of the Member State have either to leave their decisions in 

5 Dir E11rnpatis,·J,,, IVirls,·l111ft.,yrmri 11 scliaft.. Ko111111r11lar z11111 l'rrtrn!/, 1,y )Iin 
Hn1. Ernst \Yohlfarth. ORHat Dr. Plrich F,verling. LGRnt Dr. Hans .Tonchim 
(i!aesner 1111,I Dr. Rurlolf Sprnn". Bcrlin-Frnnkfurt/?,L, \'erlng Franz \'nhlen 
<J.m.b.H. 1%0. pp. 2-17. 259. n 
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abeyance or they may give them subject to reservations. The 
Council is entitled to issue Orders on the basis of Article 87, 
subsection (2) ( e), relating to the delimitation of the law of the 
Community from the municipal law." 

Commenting on Article 88, they say as follows: 

" It is necessary to bring about a synthesis between Article 85 
and 86 and the municipal law. Such synthesis will treat the 
municipal law as a formal framework within which Articles 85 
and 86 become substantively applicable. According to Article 
88, such system must also be valid pending the issue of Orders 
on the basis of Article 87, even if one takes the view that the 
two spheres of law are to be strictly separated on account of 
their purposes of protecting different spheres of interest." 

It may be added for the sake of clarity that the provisions 
contained in Article 85 et seq. will only be applicable in cases in 
which agreements, etc., concern industrial and commercial activities 
reaching across frontiers between the Member States. 0 

0 The Stockholm Convention on the Establishment of the Europenn Free Trade 
AssocinLion (E.P.T.A.) contains similar provisions in Arls. 15 rrn,1 31 but there 
are essential differences between tlll'se nn,I those in the Common Mnrket 
Treaty. \Vhereas Art. 88 speaks of the agreements which are likely to impair 
the trade between Member States, Art. 15 deprecates only such practices as 
frustrate the benefits expected from the removal or absence of duties an,! 
quantitotive restrictions on trade between the Member Stutes: as distinct from 
Art. 89 which prm·ides for official mutunl ossistonce in on official im·estigntion 
proce,lure by the Commission of the E.E.C .. Art. 31 leaves it to a Member 
Stole to rnise a comploiut. whereupon the Council. if consi,lerecl suitoble. sholl 
hy referring it to on Examining Committee make arrangements for examining 
the mntter. This difference appears to he due to the fact that the E.F.'L'.:\. 
Treutv is not ,lcsigned to creote lnw which shall outomutirnllv become muni
cipal ·1aw in the Member States. See also Andrew Martin. "Restrictin Trn,lc 
Pradices in the European Free 'l'rn,le Association." I.C.L.Q. Supp/c111c11lary 
Publication Xo. 1 (1961) p. 89 ct sc,1. 



THE LAW RELATING TO RESTRICTIVE TRADE 
PRACTICES IN SWITZERLAND 

By 

X. M. SPECKERT * 

SWITZERLAND has a comparatively large number of cartels 1 in all 
branches of her economy. There is no compulsory disclosure or 
registration for cartels so that their number can only be estimated. 
The most reliable basis for such estimate is to be found in the 31st 
publication of the Committee dealing with price regulation, insti
tuted by the Federal Economic Department. This committee was 
appointed in 1926 by the Federal Economic Department at the insti
gation of the Council of Swiss Employees' Unions, for the purpose 
of investigating prices in Switzerland. In 1936 the Committee was 
specially charged with an investigation of cartels in Switzerland. 
Being dependent on voluntary information furnished by the various 
branches of industry, no complete statistics of all such branches 
could be supplied. No information whatever was obtained with 
regard to the widespread " Gentlemen's Agreements," however 
important these must be. Nor do figures in this field say anything 
about the intensity of the restrictions and market manipulations, 
which is dependent on their contents and the degree of their being 
observed. 

A circular inquiry among such associations as are registered in a 
list of Swiss vocational and industrial organisations yielded the 
information that about two-thirds of them are almost certainly 
concerned with restrictive trade practices. 

l ndustry shows the greatest number of cartels having an organi
sation of their own. Such cartels contain not only restrictions as 
regards prices but also as regards quantities of goods to be pro
duced, distribution of orders amongst manufacturers or distribution 
of markets. There are also cartels dealing solely with prices and 
terms of delivery and informal gentlemen's agreements. Apart 

* Dr. jnr. (Zurich). 
1 The word "Knrtell " is in this paper translated by the English word "cartel.'" 

although this is not II worcl occurring in English legnl u~nge or in the Restric
tive Prart.ices :\c-t. 1956. A trnnslntion as "Restridin Trading Agreemrnt •• 
woulrl perhaps not accurately reAect the appro11ch of Swiss law which considers 
these agreements not. so mueh ns a simple contract hut as agreements l'onstitu
ting some sort of partnership or ussocintion, as will he shown later in this 
po.per. 
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from cartels, the market is often influenced by vertical financial and 
personal interlocking of interests. 

Trade and crafts show cartels on a more regional or local basis, 
mostly agreements concerning prices and terms of delivery. 

In commerce cartels are mostly aimed at securing concentration 
of demand and linking successive stages in distribution. Cost and 
sales prices are tied. The forms of these cartels are mostly loose 
organisations called " community of associated interests," agree
ments for "most favoured rebates," or agreements for exclusive 
supplies. 

Swiss agriculture shows a closely knit system of associations and 
co-operative societies. Statutory regulations dealing with agricul
tural markets create a special position for cartels in agriculture. 
According to the agricultural product concerned, prices are subject 
to regulation by Parliament, Federal Council or the Federal 
Economic Department. Sometimes, as in the case of cheese, an 
organisation of private law exercises the relevant functions. Govern
ment-fixed prices are supported by an equalisation of prices through
out the seasons and other measures securing sales. Private cartels 
are to be found within the market organisation for fruit, Yegetables, 
wood, etc., whilst the tobacco industry has a compulsory cartel 
under State protection. · 

Cartels amongst bn11/.'.s are not clearly visible to the public, but 
ure most important. They deal mostly with prices and terms, e.g., 
the mortgagees' gentlemen's agreement, the cartel of Swiss banks, 
and the Association of Swiss Cantonal Banks, the latter exercising a 
strong influence on nil public issues of State and local authorities in 
Switzerland. 

Transport is regulated by the goods haulage regulations in force 
since 1952, being a mixture of horizontal and vertical agreements 
between the Federal railways and road haulage, regulating compe
tition between rail and road. 

It was social need that created such multiplicity of cartels in 
Switzerland, being a country which is strongly decentralised as 
regards commerce and industry. Fortunately, Switzerland has no 
large cities with slums-cities are mostly mixed farming and com
mercial or farming, commercial and industrial communities. This 
decentralised distribution of the community has as its basis a far
reaching system of cartels dealing with trades and industry. It 
would easily be possible to cover the entire need of Switzerland in 
some products by running one or two factories, but that would be 
in contradiction to the Swiss policy of preserving smnll-sized towns. 
The 81st Report of the Price Investigation Committee observes that 
long experience shows that without cartels Switzerland would have 
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developed an industrial concentration which in some cases would 
have been prejudicial to the decentralisation which is aimed at for 
social, political and cultural reasons; and the Report further 
remarks that the community formed by cartels has effectively 
checked the trend towards expansion of large industries. 

Historically, the development of cartels in Switzerland came into 
full swing only since the industrial revolution after the First World 
War, dictated more by the great difficulties of economic survival 
against severe competition rather than by a desire for greater 
profits to be derived from monopolies. I would not go so far as to 
say that the position is still the same today. 

I do not propose to give an exact definition of the word 
"cartel." There is a large literature on this point. We are more 
interested in the practical side of the matter. It is, however, an 
essential feature of a cartel that it is concluded between independent 
individuals, firms or corporations. This distinguishes them from 
entities like " concerns " or " trusts " representing but one sole 
person, firm or corporation. In his article on " Limits on the 
Binding Force of Cartels " 2 (to which I am indebted for many of the 
following observations), Dr. Hans Merz takes the view that not only 
agreements between various enterprises but also between indi
viduals and associations of individuals should be included. This 
would cover cases where trade unions supplement cartels between 
enterprises by restricting employers to the employment of trade 
union members, and on the other hand restricting members of trade 
unions to take work only from members of the corresponding 
employers' association. 

As Swiss law does not provide a special type of contract for 
cartels the general forms of contract have to be adapted. The most 
simple form is an agreement between two parties concluding with a 
so-called " convention " concerning prices and restriction of produc
tion, etc. Swiss law considers such a simple agreement as already 
constituting an ordinary partnership. Dr. Merz points out that legal 
writers often deny that such a simple agreement goes so far us to 
constitute a partnership, because th~re is no partnership business. 
The author, however, rejects that view by saying that the obliga
tion of restraint contained in such agreement is enough to constitute 
an obligation of partnership type, and he points out that, failing 
another legal conception, such cartels must be considered as an 
ordinary partnership. As early as rn2o the Supreme Federal Court 
considered as a partnership the cartel between fifteen members of 
the Swiss cigarette industry· 

3 
It is not even necessary that all 
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members sign a common agreement; single mutual contracts suffice. 
Other legal forms are a co-operative society, a " G.m.b.H. " (a 
limited liability company), and the so-called Double Partnership in 
which the same individuals or firms or companies form two partner
ships, the one being the dependent executive subsidiary organ of the 
other. These forms make it possible to create relatively strong ties 
amongst members, as for instance the provision governing a 
co-operative society imposing a restriction on the right to withdraw, 
which right may be excluded by the Articles for a period not 
exceeding five years. Likewise, the tie of a member of a 
" G.m.b.H." is tight inasmuch as the statute does not give him a 
right to leave the company. The ordinary partnership is, of course, 
not a legal entity, such as the G.m.b.H. and the co-operative 
society. This has its advantages and disadvantages. It may not 
always be desirable to publish the articles of association. In each 
case, however, member firms have a certain amount of economic 
independence, whilst in the case of combines there is a coherent 
economic unit and there are no independent parties to an agreement 
so as to lay the legal relationship open to scrutiny as to its legal 
validity from the point of _restrictive trade practice. 

Whether or not there is a cartel can, of course, be decided only 
in the light of the ultimate object and factual efficiency of the rela
t.ionship, but not from the legal form of the association chosen by 
the parties. 

Dealing, then, with the essence of our problem, that is to say, 
the legal validity of an agreement restraining competition between 
the parties to the agreement under Swiss law, the first fact to be 
stated is that Switzerland has not yet a Restrictive Trade Practices 
Act. There is a draft for such statute which will be dealt with 

separately below. Failing such statute, the limits as to legal 
validity must be found in the general provisions restricting a private 
individual's right to make agreements. At the same time it must be 
borne in mind that the restrictions, being in most cases obligations 
not to do certain things, which are imposed on parties to cartels, 
can assume such importance as to affect third parties' right freely to 
engage in trade and commerce. Account must, therefore, be taken 
of limitations to contract on the part of the parties of the agreement 
on the one hand, and of the general liberty to compete on the other. 
This means an internal problem (the internal cartel tie) on the one 
hand and the external problem (the relation to outsiders) on the 
other. Such outsiders may be individual enterprises, raising ques
tions of boycott, or the relationship to the public at large. 
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The limits of the liberty to contract in Swiss law are mainly 
determined by provisions of the Civil Code regarding " immorality " 
(something like public policy---derived from the Roman contra 
bonos mores) or dealing with the infringement of personality rights. 
The relevant Articles of the Swiss Federal Code are the following "" : 
Article 19-Within the limits of the law the contents of a contract 
are at the discretion of the parties. Contracts containing arrange
ments differing from the legal provisions are only valid in cases 
where the law lays down no invariable rule or if the differences do 
not offend against public policy, good morals or individual rights. 
Article 20-Contracts containing provisions which are impossible, 
illegal or contra bonos mores are invalid. 

The provision dealing with personal liberty is contained in 
Article 27 of the Swiss Civil Code reading, " No person can resign . ' either wholly or partly, his or her capacity to be the bearer of 
rights and duties or his or her capacity to act. No person can 
resign his or her liberty, or accept restrictions in the use of such 
liberty, in a degree which offends law or morality." 

Liberty to compete in trade is guaranteed by Article 31 of the 
Federal Constitution which provides that freedom of trade and 
industry is guaranteed throughout the Confederation, except in so 
far as it is restricted by the Constitution itself or by laws made 
under it. A constitutional amendment added in 1 O,t7 contains 
various provisions on this subject, of which in particular the follow
ing is of interest to our problem: When the public interest justifies 
it, the Confederation has the powe~ to make pro:visions infringing, if 
necessary, the freedom to engage m trade and industry in order to 
prevent harmful social or economic effect of cartels or similar 
organisations. 

The essence of the question is to examine agreements contained 
in cartels as to their legal validity from the point of view of internal 
and external compulsion, and the effect they have on the com
munity as a whole, in order to ascertain whether the restriction in 
question is valid in view of the provisions imposing limits on the 
legality and morality in Swiss law. 

As regards internal compulsion, the limits on the liberty to con
tract are decisive. If a party is so minded as to accept restrictions 
of his economic liberty to trade, there is nothing to prevent him 
from doing so, in particular if he derives profits from such restric
tion, such as economic security. It must also be borne in mind 
that these limitations of personal liberty are reduced by the possi
bility of giving notice. In 193G the Federal Court construed a cartel 

"" Tra11,la1i,,11 by Dr. UMr:,:-es \\'t,l!,tei11. 1/.11rich. 
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concerning prices by implying an option to give notice, and said 
that the defendant cannot be assumed to have accepted such a far
reaching restriction as was contained in the agreement, without the 
possibility of regaining liberty of action, as this would have been a 
limitation of personal liberty irreconcilable with Article 27 of the 
Swiss Civil Code and, therefore, void. In one case • the Federal 
Court accepted the possibility of an economic advantage as a justi
fication for the acceptance of limitations on freedom to act. Dr. 
Merz observes that this leaves the door open to further develop
ments in this line of legal practice. He submits that trade restric
tions would be irreconcilable with the individual liberty to act where 
the restrictions are not clearly defined. By way of analogy he refers 
to the line of cases in which the Federal Court declared as void a 
general agreement on the part of a surety to accept any principal 
debtor whom the creditor might choose to substitute for the original 
debtor because the court considered it as inadmissible that a surety 
should undertake an obligation with regard to a situation which he 
cannot foresee or gauge at the time when he makes the contract. 
This, Dr. Merz submits, could also happen in the case of cartels 
where important future suppliers or customers are to be excluded. 
This would not be a particular obligation on the part of the party 
to the agreement, but would concern an uncertain number of future 
contracts and, therefore, touch upon the liberty of the individual in 
trade and industry. 

Undertakings to omit certain actions such as occur in cartels are, 
in most cases, directed towards restraint of competition, and the 
question arises whether this limitation touches upon the liberty of 
the individual to engage in trade and commerce. The general view 
is that this liberty referred to in the Federal Constitution is one that 
exists between individual and State, but not between two private 
individuals. This means that a party trying to get rid of its cartel 
obligations cannot rely on this provision in the Federal Constitution, 
because the general principle there proclaimed is not affected if a 
particular individual can no longer partake in the general liberty of 
trade and commerce. 

When this article of the Constitution was drafted, nobody 
thought that it would be possible to restrict competition as far as is 
the custom today, and it was thought then that it could be left to 
private individuals to agree what they liked. When a revision of 
the economic articles of the Federal Constitution came under discus
sion in 1947, the following amendment was suggested. 

• B.G.E. 40 II 240. 
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" Liberty of trade and commerce· is also guaranteed m 
the face of enterprises which by their monopolistic effects in 
practice reduce free trading in certain sectors of economic life." 

This amendment might have given a legal remedy against other 
private individuals. However, it was defeated, and the matter of 
protection from monopolistic enterprises was left to a new and 
special law which, however, has not yet been enacted. The liberty 
of the individual in trade and commerce must, therefore, be derived 
from the general liberty of the individual guaranteed by private law. 
This is also the view of the Federal Court, which has always rejected 
reliance on the relevant provisions in the Federal Constitution where 
contractual relations between private individuals were in issue. It 
is, however, interesting to observe a line of reasoning on the part of 
the Federal Court to the effect that, since the introduction of the 
new economic provisions, it could not be said that agreements keep
ing out new competitors were illegal, because, according to the 
Federal Constitution, the Swiss Federation is authorised to impose 
limits on the liberty of trade and commerce in order to preserve 
important branches of the economy. This, the court reasons, might 
lead to the conclusion that it must be similarly admissible for 
private organisations to introduce such limitations. 5 This suddenly 
suggests the introduction of a right of private individuals where 
h:thcrto rights were created between State and citizen only. 
But this is meant to be a mere incidental observation. From a legal 
point of view, the question of the limitation of the validity of 
internal obligations between members of a cartel is exclusively to be 
derived from the proper construction of Article 27 of the Swiss Civil 
Code dealing with the rights of the individual, and is not a problem 
the solution to which can be found in the Swiss Federal Constitution. 

Questions concerning boycott and other effects as regards third 
parties, as well as relating to the public at large, are to be solved 
by the application of the provisions relating to tort (sections 19 and 
41 of the Swiss Federal Code of Obligations) and also of the provi
sions dealing with infringement of the right of personality. 

Before dealing with outsiders, a few words may be said about 
the application and legal protection of internal enforcement. 

Neither the Federal Court nor the prevailing view amongst legal 
writers considers restrictive trade practices dealing with limitation 
of competition as illegal or as contra bonos mores, not even if these 
limitations de facto lead to a monopoly. It is often said that far
reaching limitations are often justified by an equivalent economic 
quid pro quo. Amongst the means for the practical application of 

5 B.G.E. 76 II 2!El. 
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cartel restrictions, agreed penalties take first place. The Swiss 
Federal Code of Obligations provides expressly that such penalties 
can only be imposed if they are not against the law or contra bonos 
mores. A cartel restriction which cannot be enforced in law can 
therefore not be enforced by way of a penalty. An obligation not to 
determine membership in a restrictive trade practice organisation 
was declared to be illegal and void. Likewise, a general waiver of 
all legal remedies was declared void. Very often these problems of 
internal restraint and sanctions are kept behind closed doors by the 
wide-spread introduction of special domestic tribunals. (Partly to 
be eliminated in the draft statute.) 

External enforcement. As we have said already, the internal 
relationship between the parties to the cartel is mostly justified by 
certain advantages accruing to the parties of the cartel. This does 
not apply to outsiders. The means of excluding outsiders from com
petition is boycott. Much weightier justification is required for such 
a limitation upon the general liberty to compete. 

A boycotted person or enterprise can find a remedy by legal action 
only if he can prove the prerequisites of a claim for an injunction 
because of interference, or for damages. Dr. Merz gives a detailed 
account of these prerequisites. The boycotted person has to prove: 

1. An infringement of his personal connections. 
2. The act complained of must be against law and contra bo11os 

mores. 
3. The act complained of must be the adequate cause of the 

infringement, i.e., must not be too remote. 

And as regards to damages: 

I. Proof of damages, i.e., the infringement of personal con
nections. 

2. That the action complained of was illegal and contra bonos 
mores. 

3. The act must be the adequate cause of the damage. 
•1. Intention or negligence on the part of the defendant. 

Considering that the boycotted person is always in a weaker posi
tion, this is a very heavy onus to discharge. The illegality of the 
action of boycott can be derived from various facts. The means can 
be contra bonos mores, in which case it is not a case of protection of 
the liberty of the individual but of the fairness of the means 
employed. Illegality can also be derived from the object pursued, 
or from the fact that there is an obvious disproportion between the 
damage done to the boycotted person and the benefit intended by 
the boycotter. Where, however, is the criterion of illegality? It is 
not easy to deduce it from the decided cases. There is an infinite 
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variety of means in boycott, some of which are often not of an 
economic, but of a political, character. Federal Judge Bolla once 
said: " The border line between what is permitted and what is not 
permitted will always be drawn as the result of numerous factors 
which are not capable of being expressed in a mathematical formula. 
It follows from the nature of the matter that a fairly large discretion 
must be left to a wise judge who is used to apply legal terms, such 
as' good faith,'' damage 'for illegal acts, the implications of which 
reach out as far as divine providence." 

The boycotted person has several remedies. In the first place, he 
has an action for damages and satisfaction. He can also claim a 
declaration to the effect that the boycott is illegal and contra bo110s 
mores. More useful to him is the claim for an injunction to stop the 
interference. Dr. Rene de Gouttes deals with these various remedies 
and the practice in his Swiss publication for the Swiss Legal Card 
Index. He points out that several views have been expressed 
regarding the action for an injunction to stop the boycott. The 
action can be based on Article 28 of the Swiss Civil Code providing 
that a person unlawfully damaged in his personal connections can 
claim an injunction to stop the interference. Federal Judge Bolla, 
on the other hand, is of the opinion that a general action for dam
ages for tort can be brought because the judge has power to decide 
upon the "kind of damages," and damages could result in the 
~estitution of the status quo ante, or, in the case of a threatened 
mterference, in the preservation of the existing_ state of affairs. 
According to the Federal Court, the judge can, therefore, be called 
upon to prohibit further application of the boycott, and can even 
make an order to the effect that all parties to the cartel are to be 
in_for~ed that they are permitted to supply the boycotted person. 
Likewise, publication of the judgment can be claimed. It has 
happened that the Federal Court has imposed an obligation on the 
parties to the cartel to let the boycotted person accede to it. Such 
a claim to be admitted to the cartel contract or the trade association 
presents a novel problem. Accession to a cartel or a trade associa
tion is based on contract. Imposed accession amounts to a com
pulsory agreement. As a result, the Swiss courts have so far shown 
much hesitation in regard to compulsory accession. Reference 
should, however, be made to a decision of the Federal Court dated 
June 5, 1956, 0 concerning a case of boycott in the watch industry. 
The facts were as follows: The defendant, an association with the 
object of furthering the sale of Swiss watches of high quality, and 
having as members manufacturers and wholesalers, had concluded 

o B.G.E. 82 II 292. 
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an agreement with the central association of Swiss watch makers 
comprising retailers. The agreement was known as the Swiss Con
vention for the Watch Trade. The plaintiff, a watch manufacturer 
and dealer, required admission to the association, but was refused. 
He brought an action claiming that this refusal, in connection with 
the effect of the Swiss Convention, was tantamount to a boycott 
expelling him, and also other competitors, from the trade. The 
Federal Court said: " Weighing the opposing interests, the court 
finds that the defendant has no interest deserving legal protection in 
refusing the plaintiff, whilst this refusal means a very grave, if not 
ruinous, restraint on the introduction and sale of the plaintiff's 
products in the Swiss market, and elimination from free competi
tion. In these circumstances, the non-admission of the plaintiff to 
the defendant association is contra bonos mores and an infringement 
of the economic personality right of the plaintiff under Article 28 of 
the Civil Code because of the disastrous consequences which bear no 
relation to the advantage which such action could have for the 
defendant's members. The boycott is, therefore, inadmissible, and 
the plaintiff is entitled to have it lifted." 

Restrictive trade agreements also affect the general public as 
consumers. As Dr. Merz says, they are the unorganised " forgotten 
factor " of Swiss economic policy and economic legislation, who 
have no secretary or parliamentarian to represent them. In 193G 

the Federal Court said 7 with regard to restrictive trade agreements 
in the tobacco industry the following: 

" A cartel regarding prices is, according to the practice of the 
Federal Court, illegal only if its intention is to keep prices high 

artificially and without justification and in order to exploit con

sumers by holding them to ransom. This applies with particular 

force where essential food stuffs are concerned. These condi
tions, however, are not fulfilled in this case: Tobacco is not 
essential and indispensable for life, but a luxury, and the aim 
pursued by the trade association concerned is not to hold 
consumers to ransom, but merely to control certain abuses of 
free competition." 

Other judicial decisions are based on similar lines of thought, but 
I do not know of any decision which declared a cartel void on the 
ground of public interest. It will remain very difficult to attack the 
abuse of economic monopolies by the ordinary means of private law. 

In conclusion it is interesting to examine the draft Swiss Cartel 
Law in this respect. 

1 B.G.E. 62 II 100. 
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Fundamentally, the draft adopts the conclusions of the above
mentioned Federal Price Investigation Committee. They propose a 
short Act containing no more than sixteen Articles. This at once 
opens up wide fields for conflicting interpretations of these general 
provisions, which are shortly as follows: 

The application of the Law is not confined to cartels 
properly so called, but applies to " similar organisations," but 
not to terms of employment or to agreements affecting foreign 
markets. 

In general, such agreements have to be in writing. 
An action is to lie for relief from obligations entered into in 

case of an essential deterioration of the legal position of the 
party concerned, a contractual restriction placed on such relief 
being declared null and void. 

Blacklisting as regards supplies or workers, imposing of dis
advantages as regards prices and terms, and certain price 
cutting practices, are declared illegal if third parties are thereby 
excluded from competition. There is also a general prohibition 
against boycott, with the proviso that this is to be admissible in 
the case of special branches of the economy having overriding 
interests worthy of legal protection. Likewise, vocations and 
organisations dealing with foreign markets are excluded, as are 
agreements incompatible with the general good. A further pro
vision lays down that such measures must not be unreasonable, 
having regard to the object pursued and to the manner of their 
execution. 

Penalties upon members of the cartel are declared admissible 
if and so far as they are reasonable, having regard to the object 
pursued and the manner of their execution. 

The person aggrieved by inhibition of free competition has the 
following remedies : 

1. An action for declaration of illegality. 
2. An injunction against the measure contemplated or taken by 

the cartel and for the elimination of the illegal state of 
affairs. 

3. Damages. 
4. Satisfaction in the case of damage done to personal con

nections. 

In certain circumstances the draft provides for compulsory admis
sion to the cartel and for publication of the judgment. 

As a matter of administrative law, the draft provides for a 
committee for cartels, the members of which are to be appointed by 
the Federal Council from academic and economic experts. Their 
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terms of reference are confined to statistical information regarding 
cartels and similar organisations in Switzerland, and their publica
tion. It is provided that the committee should also have certain 
advisory functions. In the case of special inquiries, the committee 
can compel certain persons to give information, by means of fines. 
The Federal Economic Department is to be informed of the result of 
such statistical inquiries and is empowered pursuant thereto to bring 
an action within one year in the Cartel Court, a special court to be 
formed under the draft Statute. 

The position of this draft Statute within the framework of Swiss 
law which already provides for certain protection of trade mono
polies and copyright, has been discussed by Dr. H.P. Zschokke in a 
comprehensive report rendered to the Swiss Group of the Inter
national Union for the Legal Protection of Industrial Property. 
There is also a report of the Swiss Group of the I.A.P.I.P.8 concern
ing this subject, which I take as a basis for the following observa
tions. 

Industrial property is so far protected by the following laws: 
Patents, Trade Marks, Factory Marks, Marks of Origin of Goods, 
Trade Distinctions and Medals, Industrial Designs and Models, 
Unfair Competition. These laws have, within their own respective 
fields of application, dealt with the relation between free competi
tion and monopolies. 

The Patent Law has it own limitation of monopolies as to time 
and subject-matter, and also provides for compulsory licences in case 
of non-user, and for revocation of patents in case the inland market 
is not sufficiently supplied in spite of compulsory licences having 
been granted. It also provides for compulsory licences in the public 
interest. Similar limitations of the monopolies are to be found in 
the laws relating to copyright and trade marks. These special laws 
are not to be affected by the new Cartel Law. The former are 
negative limitations of cartel law and do not say what can be restric
tion or competition within the meaning of the Cartel Law, by 
regulating the problem in their respective field completely, and thus 
do not leave room for the application of cartel legislation. The Swiss 
Group of the I.A.P.I.P. demands that an express reservation to this 
effect be included in the draft. 

Other requests aim at a clearer definition of what is a cartel. 
Simple licence agreements are not to be considered as a cartel, but 
agreements for the exploitation of patents may contain elements of 
partnership or company law, and may, therefore, come within the 
cartel law, because they are capable of being used in exercising 

s Internationo.1 Associntion for the Protection of Inclustriol Property. 
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pressure with a view to influencing the organisation of the market. 
Reference is made in this connection to further rationalisation of the 
Swiss economy, to which it may be forced by international competi
tion, in particular by the plans for further European integration. 
Associations pursuing such rationalisation are to be excluded from 
the definition of cartels. 

A further demand requests the limitation of the definition of 
" organisations similar to cartels " so as not to include all and every 
agency that may influence the market. A somewhat narrower 
definition is demanded than is contained in the American anti-trust 
legislation. Dr. Zschokke maintains that in Switzerland the pure 
exploitation of rights of trade monopolies (patents, trade marks, 
etc.) is not to come under the definition as a cartel or an " organisa
tion similar to cartels." 

Some also request a limitation of the illegality of boycott to such 
measures as have the obvious object to force certain conduct upon 
somebody, or to eliminate him from the market. An intention to 
discriminate is postulated, as otherwise, it is said, the draft would in 
practice amount to an entire prohibition of cartels. 

Criticism is also levelled at the possible compulsory admission to 
a cartel, and a compulsory licence on the American pattern is being 
opposed. 

On the administrative side of the question, State interference is 
reduced to a minimum. There is no Cartel Office, no administrative 
preliminary sanction for restrictive trade agreements, nor does the 
draft provide penalties for any kind of economic behaviour. The 
object of the Law is to be achieved by means of private law and of 
similar procedure. These remedies are to be reinforced by measures 
under Administrative Law (Cartel Committee). 

There is a distinct danger that the creation of a special court for 
cartels would be a threat to the consistency of judicial practice in 
the field of trade monopolies (patents, trade marks, unfair competi
tion, etc.). 

The draft as it now stands will, no doubt, require further refine
ments and changes of wording. In particular with regard to the 
limitation of its province as compared with the province of the law 
relating to trade protection, or trade monopolies (patents, trade 
marks, etc.), and with a view to avoiding conflicting judicial deci
sions of the last instance in case a special court for cartels is created. 
Further, the somewhat undefined notion of " similar organisations " 
has a certain danger. The essential novelty of the draft, however, 
consists in the general prohibition of a boycott. As it would appear 
that the Federal Court has so far been unable to curb the abuses of 
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private monopolies in a sufficient manner, a new law based on the 
principles embodied in the draft would, therefore, have to be 
welcomed. 

Fundamentally, the draft stands for a recognition of the cartel 
and for the prohibition of the boycott. This is in line with the 
Cartel Initiative 1957 adopted by Parliament and setting out to 
promote new legislation based on the prevention of abuse of mono
polies, but not on the prohibition of cartels. 

In conclusion, I would like to quote Dr. Zchokke's own words, as 
they so well describe the special position of Switzerland in these 
matters. He points out that the Swiss standard of living would be 
ruined if the market would be thrown open to free competition in 
prices. The special situation of Switzerland has always demanded two 
things of her economy-and this demand will only be increased in 
view of the appearance of the Common Market; these desiderata are: 
highest quality and far-reaching specialisation. The line of action 
can, therefore, not be in the direction of increased price competition. 
The task is not to produce cheap goods but goods of highest quality 
of a most special character, which by reason of these two qualities 
create a special position for themselves commanding high prices and 
thereby yielding the means for further scientific and technical 
advance. From the point of view of national economy, the Swiss 
attitude to competition cannot help being otherwise than monopo
listic in character. Specialisation in quality means aiming at a 
special position in the market which will have to hold its own 
against other competing positions in the market generally. 



DUTCH AND BELGIAN LEGISLATION ON 
RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES 

By 

G. DE GROOTH * 

THERE is not-nor has there been-either in Holland or in Belgium 
any repression or check on covenants in restraint of trade exercised 
by the civil law courts in the application of the Civil Code rules of 
private law. The code-concept of " public order," avoiding a con
tract if considered as opposed to it, has never found a court 
prepared to find a contract in restraint of trade illegal. In conse
quence thereof Dutch and Belgian civil law-and as a matter of 
fact this is true of all continent~! civil code law-do not know of 
such a doctrine of illegality of contracts on the ground of unreason
able restraint of trade, as is of very old date applied in British 
courts. It is not before the present century that the public mind in 
Holland and Belgium became aware of the dangers of the pheno
mena of cartelisation and monopoly in industry and trade for the 
public, and thereupon began to insist upon legislation to intervene 
by way of Acts of Parliament in the domain of public law. 

LEGISLATION IN HOLLAND 

In Holland the need of intervention became very acute in the deep 
economic depression of the early thirties. On account of that depres
sion the market for manufacturers and trade turned into a perfect 
buyers' market, causing a ruinous and destructive competition 
between sellers. This led to the introduction of a Bill in Parliament 
leading to an Act of 1!)35. This Act authorised the Minister of 
Economic Affairs to make binding upon all cnterprisors, or, as the 
case might be, to declare not binding any covenant or stipulation 
between enterprisors regarding their economic relations in their 
branch of manufacturing or trade. Under this Act the Minister of 
Economic Affairs could extend the binding force of the covenant 
concerned to every enterprisor in the field covered by the agreement, 
though not a party to it. Such an extension was to be made when
ever the covenant under consideration, in the judgment of the 
Minister, was of paramount interest for the branch involved and the 
overall binding force of it was required in the public interest. 

* Professor of Lnw in the University of Leyden. 
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Section 6 of the Act empowered the Minister alternatively to deprive 
an enterprisor's covenant of its binding force if such a ruling was, 
in his opinion, required in the public interest. No judicial control 
was provided for one or the other of the alternative rulings of the 
executive. The only safeguard-if safeguard it may be called-was 
found in the provision that the Minister had to take the advice of 
the standing committee of the Economic Council, without being 
bound to follow it. 

The Act of 1935 was superseded by the cartel decree of 1941 
under the German occupation. The rulings of the Act of 1935 were 
therefore limited to a period of an only very slowly receding 
economic depression. The buyers' market was so one-sided that the 
application of the Act of 1935 was practically limited to the endorse
ment of the covenants of the enterprisor by way of extension of 
their binding force as provided for in the Act. 

With the outbreak of the Second World War the picture of the 
market changed radically into a sellers' market. A rigid system of 
price restrictions was introduced before and during the occupation, 
making manufacturers and tradesman more or less dependent upon 
the executive to such a degree that the principle of free enterprise 
could be said to have been superseded by a system of dirigism on 
dictatorship principles. In these circumstances there was no room 
for the application of the cartel decree, built upon the same two 
pillars us was the Act of 1935, and imbued with the leadership ideas 
of Hitlerism. It was evident that this last feature of the decree of 
19-U made certain that a new and really national statute, achieved 
in accord with democratic principles of government, had to take the 
place of the cartel decree, itself provisionally maintained with some 
changes to abolish dictatorial elements. This general opinion 
developed into a conviction of necessity when, some five years after 
the Liberation in 1945, price control and further dirigistic rulings of 
the occupation period were gradually abolished, and the free enter
prise principle gained ground again. 

In 19:,3 11 bill was introduced proposing an Act on economic 
competition. It was debated and amended in the House, and at 
last accepted by both Houses in 195G. The considerable time that 
elapsed from the date of introduction of the bill and its becoming a 
statute is in great measure due to a point of difference between the 
government and Parliament regarding a matter of principle. The 
bill as proposed by the government followed the previous Act and 
decree in the matter of judicial control of the rulings of the Minister 
of Economic Affairs. The government argued that such control 
could not possibly be accepted as the appreciation whether a ruling 
should or should not be issued by the executive would rest 011 purely 
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economic grounds, and therefore was an act of economic policy, for 
which the government could only be responsible politically, that is 
to Parliament. The House could not accept this viewpoint, arguing 
that judicial control had of course to be limited to points of law, 
and neither could nor should degenerate into control of the question 
whether the discretion exercised by the government was acceptable 
as an act of pure management, but that such limited control was a 
conditio sine qua non for a favourable vote on the bill. The govern
ment finally had to give way in face of a House almost unanimous 
on this controversial issue. The bill was passed with a new clause 
(28) providing that appeal to an independent judicial tribunal 
should be arranged by a special statute, ,vhich itself should deter
mine its date of coming into force. This special statute passed the 
Houses and its rulings as to judicial control were embodied in the 
Act of 1956, which then came into force on November I, 1958. 

The principles and the general scheme of the Act on Economic 
Competition 

The Dutch Act starts from a point of view opposed on principle 
to that of the American Sherman Acts. These Acts take the original 
common law doctrine on contracts in restraint of trade as a starting 
point: 

" In Elizabethan days all restraints of trade whether general or 
partial were regarded as totally void because of their tendency 
to create monopolies." 1 

The Sherman Acts forbid and avoid any covenant between enter
prisors in restraint of trade and veto any monopolising of trade. 
Both are treated as punishable offences. This system of absolute 
prohibition-which, it may be said, could not be fully enforced 
either in the common law courts or in American anti-trust practice
is rejected by the Dutch Act of 1!)5G. This Act does not recognise 
either a rebuttable or irrebuttable presumption to the effect that a 
covenant between competitors to restrict competition in one way or 
another is presumed or deemed to be dangerous to the public 
interest. On the contrary, it begins by admitting the validity and 
binding force of such covenants and it does not vitiate a factual 
position of monopoly in a given manufacture or trading business. 
The Act, in taking this view, only gives the executive the means and 
tools to intervene in special cases where, in the opinion of the 
Minister of Economic Affairs, a cartel or group of enterprisors by 
their agreements go contrary to the economic policy applied by the 
executive in the public interest. 

1 Cheshire nn<l Fifoot, Law of Contracts, 4th eel., p. 309. 
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For this purpose wide powers indeed are given. In applying 
these powers in any special case it may well be said that principles 
of administrative law could be violated by the executive. It is to 
correct such violations that n special. administrative tribunal is 
appointed to deal with the appeals of those who are prejudiced in 
this respect. The contents of the Act in outline may now be given. 

The powers entrusted to the executive to intervene in specific 
cases focus upon two phenomena: 

Section 1 (a) on covenants regarding competition between 
enterprisors; 

(b) on concentrations of economic power in enter
prises, in cases where a de facto position or a 
legal relation suggests a paramount influence of 
one or more enterprisors on the market of goods 
or services in the Netherlands. 

It should be understood that a covenant falling under (a) may also 
fall undoc (b). In order to provide for the full control of covenants 
as defined under section 1, sections 2-5 of the Act prescribe the 
communication of these to the Minister of Economic Affairs, and 
give rulings for exemptions and for the consequences of non
compliance with the duty of communication. The Minister can 
(ss. 6-7): 

(i) on the request of one or more of the parties to the cove
nant, provided it is entered into by the vast majority of 
the branch concerned either in turnover or number of 
participants, make the covenant binding on all enter
prisors in the branch, if the general interest requires him 
so to do. Before taking this step the Minister has to ask 
the advice of the advisory commission (as prescribed in 
s. 29 of the Act) on the request made; 

(ii) declare the covenant not binding either wholly or par
tially-and either unconditionally or conditionally-if in 
his opinion it is wholly or partly against the public 
interest; 

(iii) in case of imminent danger to the public interest, suspend 
the covenant wholly or partly during further consideration 
of definite measures (s. 23); 

or (iv) publish data on the covenant or a part of it if in his 
opinion it is against public interest or is being applied in 
a way inconsistent with that interest (s. 19). This may 
induce those concerned to make changes in the text or in 
its application in order to avoid further rulings of the 
executive. 
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These steps cannot be taken if there is a concentration of economic 
power not based on, or not the consequence of, a covenant regarding 
competition. If this is the case, the executive, if of opinion that 
the public interest is involved, may: 

(a) publish data concerning such concentration, or, 
(b) direct those with power to exercise an influence upon the 

market resulting from the concentration to refrain from 
specified acts; 

( c) charge the concentration to sell and deliver specified goods 
or to render specified services to persons to be specified by 
the Minister, both goods and services to be against cash; 

( d) give directions as to prices of specific goods or services, 
conditions for the sale of specified goods, the rendering of 
specified services and the payment thereof. 

These powers are given only for the home market, whereas those 

regarding the covenants on competition have no such limitation. 

Measures against export cartels are therefore possible. 

It will be evident that interference by the Minister in covenants 

on competition is of a purely casuistic character. Every covenant 
that can be listed under the definition of section 1 of the Act is 
treated on its own specific merits and no generul line of division 
between irreproachable covenants and covenants to be avoided is 
drawn. Section 10 of the Act, however, gives the possibility of the 
Crown issuing ordinances, if so required, to promote the public 

interest, in which specified stipulations of a defined character are 

overruled as not binding. The development of executive practice 

will, in years to come, give occasion for a kind of codification by 

way of these ordinances and the rulings in the cases dealt with. It 
may well be that the consequence thereof will lead to an approach 
to a system of objective rules of prohibition to cover much of the 
field of objectionable stipulations in restrictive covenants. 

The application of the curtel decree in the after-war years up to 
the promulgation of the Act of 1056 has already shown many 
instances of the development of such objective rules through their 
application in the casuistic approach from case to case by the 

Minister. I mention inter alia the rule which states that no member 

of a branch of manufacture or trade may be excluded from entering 

into a covenant between the members simply because of the fact 

that it is a co-operative body, or a department store, or because it 

entered the branch after a certain time. Furthermore, the rule that 
a fixing of minimum prices can only be allowed in certain special 
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conditions-such as a ruinous market-and even then with regard 
being paid to the level of costs of an enterprise efficiently run and 
with full employment. 

I must say a word on the judicial control of the management of 
the Ministry, based on the Act of 1956. As already mentioned, 
the government had to give in on this matter when Parliament in 
1956 was unwilling to pass the proposed bill without such special 
control. The government thereupon formed a commission of expert 
lawyers in the field of administrative law to find a suitable solution 
for the opening of an appeal to an independent tribunal against the 
acts and decisions of the executive. According to the advice given 
by this Committee an appeal is now given to an administrative 
tribunal already in existence to hear appeals against rulings of the 
executive in the field of trade organisation laws and ordinances. 
Section .i of the Act on administrative jurisdiction in trade organisa
tions created this tribunal and it was now given an extra division, 
the " cartel division." Section 33 of the Act of 1956 enumerates the 
acts and decisions of the executive which are open to appeal. An 
appeal can only be based on one or more of the following grounds: 

( a) that the decision or act of the executive violated a generally 
binding precept of law; 

(b) that the executive, acting or deciding as it did, exercised its 
power for a purpose other than that for which it was 
granted ( dctournement de pouvoir); 

( c) that according to the test of reasonableness the executive 
could not have come to the act or decision appealed 
against. 

( d) that the executive decided or acted against a principle 
of fairness, recognised in general principles of justice. (The 
" natural justice " concept of British administrative law.) 

It is submitted that this attribution of a limited jurisdiction to a 
special administrative court may give rise to a serious conflict of 
judgments between it and the ordinary law courts. The fa"ct is that 
the Act applies only to covenants and agreements complying with 
the definition in section 1 of the Act. For example, the executive, 
in the conviction that such is the case with regard to a specific 
agreement, decides to declare the agreement not binding (s. 19). 
The parties to the agreement appeal and move: 

(i) that the agreement is not one of the character defined in 
the Act; 

(ii) even if this does not hold, the Minister, in declaring it not 
binding, is guilty of detournement de pouvoir. 
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The question then arises: has the special tribunal jurisdiction on the 
first issue? I submit that a negative answer must be given. The 
tribunal has only to consider the character of the ministerial act or 
decision and to test that decision or act. It is not qualified to decide 
upon issues of interpretation of the Act itself, as it is only gfren 
control of the legality of the acts and decisions of the executin in 
accordance with the four tests mentioned above. The question 
whether a given agreement comes under the definition of section l is 
therefore to be decided by an ordinary court; the special tribunal has 
no authority on this point. The tribunal had to face this question in 
its first case under the Act in 1959. Some thirty owners of premises 
in a shopping centre, formed exclusively by their properties, and 
appointed by the town planning scheme as the only shopping centre 
in the surrounding residential area, had come to an agreement 
between them by which each party undertook only to use his 
property for the exploitation of a specific trade: e.g., greengrocery, 
butchery, bakers, outfitters, etc. This agreement obliged therefore 
every separate owner, when leasing his property to a tradesman, to 
limit the lease according to his undertaking in the agreement. The 
Minister, relying upon section 19 of the Act, declared that the agree
ment was not binding, taking it for granted that it came 
under the definition of section l. The parties denied this and also 
argued that no public interest was involved, and that the Minister, 
in holding to the contrary, had given a ruling violating natural 
justice. They appealed to the special tribunal. The tribunal held, 
contrary to what was submitted above, that it had authority to 
decide the first issue, and that the Minister was right in taking the 
view that the agreement at stake was one caught by section l of the 
Act. On the second issue it rejected the objections brought against 
the Minister. 

The question arises: what will happen if a party to the agree
ment brings an action for a declaration in the civil court, asking the 
court to find that the agreement, declared not binding by the execu
tive, is nevertheless good, being outside the definition of section l 

of the Act of l OSG ? In my opinion the court will then be qualified 
to decide whether the special court had competence on the issue of 
section I, and would have to answer that question in the negative. 
Supposing that the court, contrary to what I have suggested, decides 
this question in the affirmative, is it then bound by that decision as 
res judicata? If so-and one could scarcely come to a negative 
answer-then the same applies if the tribunal finds that the agree
ment docs not fall under the definition. Therefore, if the judgment 
of the tribunal on the issue is to be final, then the ordinary court 
will be ousted from an interpretation of section l of the Act? If the 
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tribunal finds that an agreement declared not binding by the Mini
ster is outside the statute, it must annul the order (s. 37). The 
effect of this annulment however is very limited; by it, says section 
37, the agreement is not revived: the only effect is that the carrying 
out by the parties of the undertakings stipulated is no longer a 
punishable offence. The agreement does not regain its binding force 
and no action for breach of it can be brought in a civil court, not
withstanding the annulment. This consequence makes it evident 
that the finding of the tribunal as to its competence on the issue of 
the interpretation of section I of the Act cannot be accepted. This 
question will be very important whenever the executive and the 
tribunal find that agreements regarding proprietary rights, such as 
real property or monopoly rights concerning trade marks, patent 
rights or copyrights, were agreements under the Act and therefore 
liable to be declared not binding. The borderline between cartels 
and suchlike covenants and agreements, made in pursuance of pro
prietary rights and other monopoly rights, should be drawn by the 
courts with general jurisdiction, and cannot be deemed to be 
entrusted to a special tribunal to which a limited and enumerated 
jurisdictional power has been given. 

LEGISLATION DI BELGIUlll 

It was not until 1960 that Belgium promulgated a statute against 
abuses of monopolistic market positions. This statute is dated May 
27, 1960, and its title is: "An Act to protect against the abuse of 
economic power." Unlike the Dutch Act it does not deal with 
cartels and monopolistic market positions separately. Section I of 
the statute gives the possibility of attacking any individual or 
collective entity or group which has acquired such a position of 
monopoly: 

" A position of economic power under this Act exists where an 
individual person or body or group of such persons or bodies is 
in the position to exercise a predominant influence on the 
supply of the market with commodities or capital, or on the 
price or quality of a specific commodity or specific service." 

Section 2 goes on to say that there is an abuse within the meaning 
of the Act if one or more individuals, placed in a position to exercise 
economic power, injuriously affect the public interest by way of 
practices that falsify or restrain the normal function of competition, 
or bar either the economic freedom of producers or the development 
of production and free trade. Chapter 2 deals with the ways and 
means to investigate whether there is abuse of an economic position 
of power in a given case and prescribes the procedure necessary to 
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evidence it. It provides for the appointment, by the Crown,_ f~om 
the members of the prosecution department of the ordinary crimmal 
courts, of a commissioner-reporter and two substitutes, t~ serve ~he 
existing Council for Economic Disputes. These prosecuti?g officia~s 
have to investigate the complaint of those aggrieved, 1f there is 
serious circumstantial evidence of the abuse of economic power in a 
specific market, and the Minister for Economic Affairs may require 
such investigation. At the end of the investigation the commis
sioner deposits the file at the registry of the Council unless he thinks 
that there is no case for the Council. If he thinks that there is a 
case, he notifies the Minister of Economic Affairs, who may order 
that proceedings be continued within thirty days of that notifica
tion. If the commissioner decides to continue or is ordered to 
continue, the Council for Economic Disputes hears the case ·with a 
contentious procedure. If it finds that there is no abuse, the initial 
complaint of those prejudiced is dismissed. If an abuse is found the 
Council advises the Minister of Economic Affairs on the recommen
dations to be made to the wrongdoers. The Minister then decides 
the issue and if he agrees with the advice given he approves the 
recommendations which he considers necessary to end the abuse. 
Anyone not complying with these recommendations commits a 
punishable offence. 

One is inclined to conclude that the Belgian Act does not give a 
very efficient and quick remedy for the evils it seeks to extirpate. 
It remains to be seen whether the multiplicity of instances and 
formalities will enable the executive to wage a successful fight 
against monopolistic tendencies. It is clear that it will not be 
possible to answer this question until the Act has been in operation 
for some years. 



A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE LAW FOR THE 
PREVENTION OF RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES 

IN FRANCE 

By 

PIERRE A. PICARDA * 

BEFORE speaking about French law, I should like to say a word 
about the Roman law on restrictive practices. This branch of the law 
is not merely a modern institution. In fact, as fur back as the Lc.r 
,Julia de annona 1 the Roman legislator provided for the punishment 
of traders who committed acts or formed associations by which the 
price of provisions was raised. The Lex de Jlonopoliis,2 passed by 
the Emperor Zeno some fourteen hundred years before the Sherman 
Act of 1890, forbade monopolies of goods and fixing of prices. 
Monopolists were punishable by deprivation of property and per
petual exile. Price fixers in a position to influence the market 
(caeterorum primates professio111tm) were subject to a fine of forty 
pounds of gold. 

During the whole of the Middle Ages and up to the French Revo
lution, coalitions or contracts in restraint of trade were deemed to 
be monopolies; this applied in particular to the cornering of goods 
by a certain number of traders who thereby controlled the market, 
and to secret agreements between traders whereby they would not 

sell their goods before a given date or would only sell them at a 
certain price. The penalties were confiscation and banishment, as 

under Emperor Zeno's law, and indeed, to some extent, as under 
the 1958 Act in France. 

In France, the principle of freedom of trade was laid down by 
the Acts of March 2 and June H, 1791, und Article -~ prohibited all 
coalitions of workmen, employers and traders. 

During the Revolution, an Act of July 27, 1793, made the offence 
of cornering (accaparement) an offence punishable by death. At the 
same time, the Act on the Maximum Price (La loi du .l/a:rimum) 

which purported to stabilise prices also punished by death anyone 
who attempted to sell above the price fixed by statute. 

* Of the Middle Temple, B11rrister-11t-L11w; Avocat a la Conr cl 'Appel de Pnris. 
1 Dig. -JS. B. ~-
2 Coil. ·l. 5\J. 
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These measures had, as was seen again during the last war in 
France, an effect which was the very reverse of what was expected. 
Goods disappeared from the shops. Flour no longer arrived in 
Paris, and there was widespread starvation. 

The Convention sent to the guillotine a number of flour dealers, 
meat wholesalers and wood merchants; but this attempted enforce
ment of the Act of July 27, 1793, was of no avail. Food still 
disappeared until the Maximum Law was repealed. 

On the other hand, the Act of June 14, 1791 (commonly called 
the Loi Chapelier) which had declared unconstitutional any coalition 
of persons of the same profession for the purpose of refusing their 
services or charging for their services a certain price, remained in 
force. 

On February 12, 1810, Napoleon promulgated the Penal Code, 
which is still in force with amendments. By its Article 419, as 
amended by the Act of December 3, 1926, the Penal Code provides 
as follows: 

" Whoever (1) knowingly by the spreading among the public 
of false or slanderous facts or by offers thrown on the market in 
order to disturb price quotations or by higher bids made over 
and above the prices asked for by the sellers or by any other 
fraudulent means or methods; or 

(2) either individually or by means of a combine or group 
influences attempts to influence shares on the market in order to 
obtain a gain which would not be the natural result of supply 
and demand shall either directly or through a third party bring 
about or attempt to bring about an artificial rise or fall in the 
prices of foodstuffs or goods or public bonds or private securi
ties, shall be liable to imprisonment for between two months 
and two years and to a fine of not less than 7.200 NF and not 
more than 360.000 NF." 

The court may also prohibit a person from residing in a certain 
district (interdiction de sejour) for a period of not less than two 
years and not exceeding five years. 

It was held by the Court of Cassation (Criminal Section) on 
March 13, 1952, that a coal merchants' syndicate which, by threa
tening not to sell to retailers who refused to sell on at a price fixed 
by the syndicate, attempted to impose a price for coal was guilty of 
an offence under Article ,119 of the Penal Code, although the price so 
fixed by the syndicate was below the maximum price fixed by 
statute. 

It was also held by the Court of Appeal of Paris that a syndicate 
which forbade its members to sell to such non-member traders as 
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had not resold at the prices imposed by the syndicate was liable in 
damages. 3 

An agreement whereby bakers in a certain city undertook to 
discontinue the delivery of bread to their customers, the breach of 
which being made subject to the payment of a penalty, was held 
null and void and the syndicate was held to have no right of action 
for the payment of such penalty.1 

Fishermen preventing the unloading of fish by blocking traffic in 
the harbour made themselves guilty of an offence under Article 419 
of the Penal Code. 5 

Price-fixing regulations 

At the outbreak of the Second ·world War, a number of price
fixing regulations were passed by the French Government in order 
to safeguard the currency and to maintain prices. After the collapse 
of France, this policy was continued by the Vichy Government. The 
central committee for fixing prices which was appointed consisted 
of representatives of the Ministries of the Interior, Finance, Supply, 
and Industrial Production, four representatives of consumers (one of 
whom was to have a large family) and a representative of traders. 
Regional Price Marketing Boards and in each Department Market
ing Boards were set up. Prices were to be posted in nil shops. 

Under the German occupation, the whole system collapsed. As 
the occupying Power was commandeering all it required, goods 
became very scarce indeed. Traders were expected to sell at the 
official price. However, they could not obtain goods at the prices 
fixed by the Government because the fixed prices lagged behind the 
ever-increasing inflationary current prices; and further had they sold 
their old stock at the prices fixed by the Government, they would 
have been ruined : the money they would have received for such 
stock would not have enabled them to buy an equal quantity of 
stock, so that they were better off by not trading at all. Very soon, 
the price in fact paid by the consumer was ten times, even twenty 
times, the official price. While the authorities actively pursued the 
unfortunate traders, goods disappeared from the shops: under the 
counter the pharmacist sold butter, the coal merchant sold meat. 
In order to do business, goods were invoiced and their official prices 
entered in the books, but un additional price or secret commission 
had to be paid surreptitiously, called " le sous la table." 

:i Pnris, June 23, HJ53, D. 195-1, 3G5. 
• Poitiers, ,July 2. 1951, D. 1954. 771. 
5 Donni, November 28, 1951, D. 1!)52, 13, 
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By the time the de Gaulle Government took over, the currency 
had depreciated very considerably: the franc was worth only one
twentieth or even one-thirtieth of its pre-1939 value. In an attempt 
to stabilise the economy, Order No. 45-H83 of June 80, J9,t5, was 
passed; this laid down that prices were not to exceed those charged 
in 1939 or subsequently fixed by the authorities. This is the basic 
order punishing the infringement of economic laws, in other words: 
black market offences. 

By Article 35 of the Order, an illegal price was defined as (1) a 
price above the maximum price fixed by the Marketing Board; 
(2) a price below the minimum price; (3) a price which had not been 
reduced in accordance with the regulations. 

The possession of stocks by non-registered traders (Art. 41) and 
the sale of goods in respect of which a trader was not registered 
were made criminal offences. (A chemist could no longer sell butter 
and the coal merchant could no longer sell chops.) 

Penalties were very high. Failure to exhibit the price: imprison
ment for one month to six months; hoarding food: imprisonment for 
two months to twenty years. The fine has now been increased to 
six million New Francs. An order can also be made for the confisca
tion of the whole of the offender's assets, both present and future 
(Art. 46). Other offences are; the ostensible sale of goods at a lower 
price than that actually paid; the sale of goods of a quality inferior 
to that shown in the trader's books or invoices; the sale of a smaller 
quantity of goods than the quantity invoiced or shO\vn in the 
trader's books. 

By Article 37 of the Order of 1945, the refusal to sell goods 
which are in stock was also made an offence. Similarly, it was an 
offence to sell certain goods during certain hours when the shop 
remained open for the sale of other goods. 

It was also an offence to make the sale of goods conditional on 
the buyer purchasing other merchandise or a stipulated amount of 
the goods or performing some other service. 

The purpose of the Order of June 24, 11)58, was the punishment 
of all disguised attempts at refusing to sell,. as for instance by 
demanding terms which are not customary in the trade; the sale 
must be made in conformity with the usual trade terms or with the 
particular trader's trade practice, and not at higher prices which are 
unjustified by corresponding increases in costs. 

Economic control officers and police officers are charged with 
the detection of offences under the Order. 

The Directeur Dcpartemental may (I) compromise and settle; 
(2) impose a fine; or (3) refer the matter to the Minister of Eco
nomic Affairs. 
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Article 19 provides that where the offence has come to the notice 
of the judicial authorities by way of an information laid before an 
Examining Magistrate (Juge d'instruction), proceedings must be 
taken against the accused in the normal way but the Procureur de 
la Rcpublique must inform the Directe11r Dcpartemental; the Direc
teur must thereupon within three days indicate the action he 
proposes to take on the offence. 

If the offence is detected by administrative authorities ( Controle 
Economique) they must consult the Departmental Commission; 
thereafter they may either compound the penalty or inflict a fine 
and order the confiscation of the offender's assets. 

Further, the Minister or the Pre/et of the Dcpartement may, on 
the advice of the Directeur Dcpartemental of Economic Investiga
tion, order the closing down of an offending trader's shop and 
prohibit him from continuing his trading activities. The Minister 
may order the closing down of the shop for a period of two years 
and the Pre/ct for a period of six months. 

So far as the organisation of the court is concerned, the Eco
nomic Chamber consists of one High Court Judge (Juge du Tribunal 
de grande instance) and two assessors who are selected by ballot 
from a list of 300 jurymen, fifty of whom must be mothers of families 
with more than two children. 

In practice, it is always advisable to avoid going before the 
court. Judges in France are poorly paid and when they hear about 
the profits made by speculators, neither they nor the mothers of 
families with more than two children are likely to show too much 
mercy. An accused may always ask to be tried by court, but 
practitioners may find that not only will their client have to pay the 
fine recommended by the Administration but he may have to go to 
prison. 

The Price Order of 1945, as supplemented by the Order of June 
2.t, 1958, must now be read subject to Order No. 59-100,J, of August 
17, 1959. By Article 59bis " every concerted action, convention, 
combination, whether express or implied, or trade coalition in any 
form or upon any grounds whatsoever which intends to interfere or 
has effectively interfered with unrestricted competition by hindering 
the reduction either of production costs or of selling prices, or by 
encouraging the artificial increase of prices shall be prohibited. 
Any contract or agreement relating to such prohibited practice shall 
be absolutely void." 

By Article 59bis all disputes not settled by compromise between 
the Administration and the offender must be sent for trial to the 
ordinary courts ( Tri bun aux correction 11els). 
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The defence will be that the effect of the combine has been to 
improve or extend the market for its products or that it was 
intended to ensure further economic progress by means of rationali
sation. These highly technical issues thus raised arc investigated by 
a Technical Commission on Combines; the Commission may consult 
experts and prepare a report, which is made available to the parties 
who are entitled to reply thereto. 

The composition of the Technical Commission on Combines is 
laid down by Order No. 54-97 of January 27, 1954. It is presided 
over by a member of the Conseil d'Etat (Conseiller d'Etat) or of the 
Cour de Cassation. The other members of the Commission are: 
five members of the Conseil d'Etat, and of the Cour de Cassatio11, 
six lawyers and two economists selected for their professional quali
fications. They are appointed for a period of five years. 

The matter is brought before the Technical Commission on 
Combines by the Minister responsible for Economic Affairs. A 
Rapporteur is appointed; a copy of his report is sent to the Minister 
of Economic Affairs. By Article 9, the parties have one month in 
which to answer the Rapporteur's report. The Technical Commis
sion on Combines may hear anyone whom they deem it desirable to 
consult (Art. 13). By Article .16, the Opinion delivered by the 
Technical Commission on Combines is forwarded to the Minister 
responsible for Economic Affairs. Under Article 17, before reaching 
his final decision, the Minister of Economic Affairs invites the parties 
to take such action or do such things as may appear necessary to 
him for the maintenance or restoring of free industrial and com
mercial competition. 

Summary 

Until recently France was mainly an agricultural country. Its 
industry consisted mainly of small family businesses. 

Nowadays the development of science makes small businesses 
unprofitable. A small business cannot afford to buy the expensive 
machinery which hos now become essential. On the other hand, 
markets have been too small to enable big business to prosper. 

With the advent of the Common Market, it may be that one day 
in the near future large combines may take over the whole of a trade 
or industry and create monopolies; but that time has not come yet. 
It may be wise, however, to provide for such an eventuality. I 
believe that the French Government is wise in acting carefully. 
France does not want, and ought not, to make life more difficult for 
her investors. The medicine administered in advance might be far 
worse than the prospective disease. 



RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES IN IT ALY 

By 

MARIO G. FIORE* 

I. A survey of the Italian law concerning restrictive trade 
practices is much more a problem de lege fcrenda than one of the 
lex lata: in point of fact remedies against practices in restraint 
of trade are not yet on the Statute Book and so far, for qne reason 
or another, Italian legislation has proved unable to supply the legal 
implements which are necessary to cope with this problem. 

Accordingly, instead of reciting in detail the rules found in the 
various Bills which have been introduced in Parliament, I will deal 
with the problem in general terms. 

2. The task would seem to call much more for the attention of 
the jurist than that of the lawyer and as I belong to the latter 
category, I strongly feel the inadequacy of my approach; I must 
also confess to a sense of uneasiness for trespassing upon a field 
which is not that of my calling. 

3. The guiding principle of my subject-matter is found in the 
Italian Constitution, which came into force on January 1, HHS

six momentous years after the enactment of the Italian Civil Code. 
A chronology which poses problems of construction and of adapta
tion. 

Article 41 of the Italian Constitution reads: 

" Private enterprises in the economic field shall be free. 
" They may not be developed so as to conflict with the 

public interest, or in a manner prejudicial to safety or liberty 
or to the dignity of man. The law shall set up appropriate 
schemes and controls so that public and private economic 
activities can be directed und co-ordinated for the benefit of 
society.'' 

4. This rule is far from being exhaustive; but, I submit, it is 
meant to provide only the foundation-stone, to lay down directives 
and guiding principles for future legislative action. 

The inadequacy of this drafting was particularly felt by Mr. 
Luigi Einaudi, M.P. (as he then was), who moved for the enactment 
of an additional paragraph in the following terms: 

* Member of the Italinn Bar; Legal :\dvisrr lo H.B.~I.'s :\gent in 1hr .\nglo• 
Italian Conciliation Commission. 
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" The law is not an instrument for the formation of mono
polies; and when they exist, the law subjects them to public 
control by means of delegated or direct public administration." 

The reports of the discussion which ensued upon the amendment 
introduced by Mr. Einaudi throw little light on the aims which the 
learned drafters of the Italian Constitution wished to attain: from 
the reports it appears that the problems created by agreements in 
restraint of trade were not considered to be a matter to be dealt with 
in the Constitution; and Mr. Ruini, M.P. (as he then was}, pointed 
out that, in the views of the Commission entrusted with the drafting 
of the Constitution, the existence of monopolies was relevant only in 
so far as it amounted to a just cause for expropriation. The views 
of the prevailing opinion were thus expressed in Article 4,3 of the 
Constitution: 

" For purposes of public utility, the law can ab initio 
reserve for, or transfer by means of expropriation subject to 
compensation to the State, public bodies or communities of 
workers or users, certain undertakings or categories of under
takings concerned with essential public services, or with sources 
of energy or those which are in a monopoly position, and are of 
exceptional importance." 

The problems connected with restrictive trade practices were, in 
the eyes of the Italian legislator, still in their infancy. 

5. The late Professor Ascarelli pointed out 1 that the consti
tutional rule amended and improved the text of Article 2595 of the 
Italian Civil Code which reads: 

"Legal limits to competition 
Competition shall be carried on in a manner which is not 

prejudicial to the interests of the national economy and is 
within the limits laid down by law (and by the rules governing 
corporations)." 

It is apparent that the legal philosophy which wus expressed in 
the Civil Code formula " interests of the national economy " is 
negatived by the leading ideus of "social utility," etc., expressed 
in Article 41. 

No statute was ever enacted in further implementation of the 
rule contemplated in Article 2595, though this rule, as applied and 
construed by the courts, has shown a tremendous vitality. I should 
like to mention in this connection that rules like that in Article 2595 
are of extreme interest to the comparative lawyer as evidencing a 
point of singular resemblance between common law systems and 

1 Ascnrelli, Teoria dclla co11corrc11za. Milan, 1957, p. 75. 
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codified systems, the distinctive features of which are not so strik
ingly different as is sometimes thought. This proves the need for 
" judge-made law " even in codified systems. 

G. In order to give an account of the present state of affairs in 
Italy, I will deal first with the international setting, namely the 
Treaty of Rome of 1957, and ascertain whether the relevant provi
sions of the Treaty are part of the law of the land. 

The provisions of the Treaty of Rome are well known: Article 85 
(1) and (2) defines the actions which are "incompatible " with the 
Common Market and thus prohibited; Article 85 (3) contains an 
escape clause; Article 86 deals with the " taking of improper 
advantage of a dominant position within the Common Market or a 
substantial part of it "; Article 01 covers dumping practices. 

It is of interest to recollect that the European Commission in its 
general report expressed the opinion that the Treaty provisions are 
part of the law of each of the signatories; that these provisions are 
compulsory legal rules: rules which are not mere statements of 
economic principles that each State should later adopt, but rules 
that command obedience. 

To some extent the experts of the signatory States who attended 
two meetings in November 1958 and January 1959 shared the view 
of the European Commission. 

With due respect I am rather reluctant to give to such opinions 
the wider meaning which is sometimes attributed to them; I submit 
that they are of no particular significance in the solution of a 
problem which is chiefly one of interpretation of the several domestic 
systems of law. 

Admittedly none of the learned bodies to which I have referred is 
competent to give a ruling upon a question of interpretation of the 
domestic law of a Member State. We can, I submit, do no more 
than to accept the Commission's opinion as a recommendation, and 
that of the experts as an undertaking. 

The answer to this problem is-I submit-most emphatically in 
the negative. 

7. The Treaty lays down rules of law which create particular 
obligations for the Member States, chiefly an obligation to bring 
domestic legislation into line with the international rules. From the 
point of view of Italian domestic law, the Treaty's implementation 
in Italy does not necessarily mean that all Treaty rules are part of 
the law of the land. Admittedly, the Italian legislator is under an 
international obligation to enact the necessary statutes: it is regret
table that this obligation has not so far been discharged and it is 
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sincerely hoped that it soon will be. In a certain sense Italy finds 
herself at an advantage by benefiting from the experiences in this 
field of other States. 

To round of( this subject I would add that a few authors who 
hold the opposite view, namely that the Treaty rules are already 
part of Italian law, have relied on Article 10 of the Italian Constitu
tion which reads as follows: 

" The Italian juridical system shall conform to the generally 
recognised rules of international law." 

The correct meaning of this Article as elucidated by leading 
international academic lawyers is that the system referred to in the 
first paragraph of Article 10 of the Constitution is the one generally 
called the " automatic adaptation of domestic law to international 
law," namely the third system which is available for the recognition 
of international law. It applies accordingly only to customary inter
national law which is generally acknowledged, and not to inter
national law which stems from a treaty. 

But Article 10 has a further meaning: it imposes a constitutional 
duty upon all State agencies concerned to take such action as is 
necessary to implement international rules. Italy has thus a twofold 
obligation of carrying out the provisions of the Rome Treaty: one 
obligation which is international in character and one which is 
constitutional. 

Thus one is driven reluctantly to the conclusion that (save for 
certain rules of the Civil Code to which reference will be made at the 
end of this paper) there is a legislative vacuum in Italy and this has 
not yet been filled by the provisions of the Treaty. 

This solution seems to be supported by the very words of the 
~reaty: Article 87 makes it quite clear that " appropriate regula
twns " shall be issued with a vie,v to the application of the 
principles set out in Articles 85 and 86; moreover, Article 88 speaks 
expressly of State legislation in this matter, and Articles 101 and 
l02 provide a special procedure to eliminate or prevent the enact
ment of " legislative or administrative provisions by the Member 
States which distort the conditions of competition in the Common 
Market." Though it is hardly logical to find an argument for the 
solution of a problem of domestic law in an international rule; and 
granted that some of the Treaty rules indicated above have very 
little impact upon the question under consideration, it must be 
agreed-I venture to submit-that the entire system as contem
plated in the Treaty is incapable of immediate application and the 
obligations arising therefrom can be discharged only by means of 
appropriate legislative action. 
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8. To the best of my knowledge, the official view of the Italian 
Government is that the Treaty rules concerning agreements in 
restraint of trade are not capable of immediate application in Italy. 
In this connection I should perhaps draw attention to a very 
important document, namely to the opinion expressed by C.N .E.L.' 
upon the request of the Italian Cabinet, such request having been 
made by a letter of the Minister of Industry and Commerce dated 
December 7, 1959. 

C.N.E.L. is a constitutional body which acts as a consultative 
agency to the Government on economic matters. 

C.N.E.L. is of opinion that it is unrealistic to try to re-establish 
the conditions necessary for a perfectly fair competition and feels 
that the legislator should take cognisance of the fact that monopolies 
are the unavoidable result of advanced industrial techniques. 

Accordingly, in C.N.E.L.'s view, the aims to be achieved are: 

(i) to protect such degree of competition as is compatible 
with the dimensional characteristics which are imposed by 
progress, and 

(ii) to prohibit abuses on the part of enterprises which are in 
a monopolistic position. 

C.N.E.L. bas drawn the attention of the Italian Government to 
the fact that this twofold problem docs not necessarily entail the 
adoption of the so-called per se rule or of the system of prohibiting 
abuses. 

C.N .E.L. has strongly recommended a realistic approach to the 
problem and has pointed out that what really matters is not so 
much the principles to which future legislation will aspire, but rather 
the actual contents of the rules. 

In the view of C.N.E.L. the Italian Government should 
approach this problem not so much to protect individual interests 
( consumers' interests; the " good morality " approach) but to: 

(i) foster employment to the point of reaching full employ
ment; 

(ii) reduce the difference of the standard of living between 
Northern and Southern Italy; 

(iii) adapt the Italian economy to the situation created by the 
European economic integration. 

The problem is thus put in its true light, both from the economic 
and the legal point of Yiew, and can be envisaged only as that of the 
impact of the Treaty of Rome as a whole upon the Italian situation. 

e Consiglio Nationale dell' Econowia p de] Lavoro. 
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C.N.E.L. has not ignored Italy's international obligations and 
has gone so far as to suggest that the very drafting of Treaty rules 
can in certain cases be adopted. 

I would add that the conclusions of C.N.E.L. do not show a 
marked preference for any of the Bills introduced in Parliament: it 
is my considered opinion that the decision of the Italian Govern
ment might quite well be to appoint a Commission and entrust it 
with the investigation of this matter and the preparation of a further 
report. I understand that a Bill which ,vas introduced in Parliament 
(Proposta di legge No. 582 dated November 21, 1958) to this effect 
is likely to find its way to the Statute Book.4 

It would be of little interest to go into the details of the several 
Bills introduced in Parliament. 3 The several Bills differ chiefly in 
(i) the technique of setting out either very detailed rules or only 
broad principles; (ii) granting exclusive jurisdiction to administra
tive tribunals or to the ordinary courts of law; (iii) providing or not 
providing for the compulsory registration of agreements; and (iv) 
imposing criminal or non-criminal sanctions. 

De Lege lata 
' The Italian Civil Code ·contains a few rule;· which, for technical 

reasons, never came into force, covering restri~tive trade practices 
either directly or indirectly. Article 250G pr'?hi!Ji):s any agreement 
for the limitation "of -c~mpe"tition if it is· to _,l'Ull' for more than five 
years and if it covers the ,ynole·of J;he territory of the Italian State. 

Article 2618 provid~s<t~it 'alf.' agreements which may in fact 
adversely affect the market of the goods forming the subject-matter 
of the agreements will be subject to the prior approval of the 
Government. 

Moreover, under Article 2619, the Government has ample powers 
of control over any groups of enterprises; it can wind up such 
groups and any company that violates Article 2618. Apart from 
other rules which concern unfair competition and do not fall within 
the scope of this paper, I would add that the provisions of the Civil 
Code were meant to protect and foster a given economic policy rather 
than to prevent restrictive trade practices. This was only a 
secondary goal. 

Knowledge of the antecedents of Italian legislation shows that 
the present approach to this problem is utterly different and that 
domestic problems and international obligations seem sometimes to 

3 Propostn di lcggc No. 248, September 12. l!J58; propostn di legge No. 333, 
March 12, 1959;_ proposta di legge No. 1172. May 9, ~959; proposta di /cggc 
No. 171-1 and d1scgno di /eyge November 28, 1959, this lo.st bemg a Govern
ment-mtroclucecl Bill. 'J'his Bill bus been recently passed by l'arliamenl. 
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conflict or, at least, to point to different solutions. The practitioner 
feels that the entire problem of restrictive trade practices can hardly 
be solved by domestic legislation. The wide economic aspects of 
the problem ignore the limits of State frontiers. Its legal aspects 
entail problems of enforcement of judgments, of jurisdiction, of 
concurrent jurisdiction, etc, 

Everything points-I submit-to a solution · by means of an 
international agreement. I accordingly express the hope that the 
entire subject will be considered again from all angles, with a 
realistic approach to all related problerns, with a view to solving 
them-at least so far as the Six are concerned-at an international 
level. 
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